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1. iNTRODUCTION

This Optimization Study Report is submitted as deliverable Item I of

Aeronautical Systems Division contract AF 33 (652 4.138. - The report

establishes the specification and design of a simplified Base Level Analyzer

(Lubricant - Contamination) that is capable of repeatable high accuracy when

operated by Air Force personnel under all antitipitvd serv'ice. conditions. The

report includes a complete analysis of the proposed design, which is supported

by data, graphs, drawings, and illustiations for clarification.

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE OPTIMIZATION STUDY. -

The prime objectives of theoptirni,.ation study were to:

a. Establish the feasibility of meeting the detailed requirements oi Exhibit

"A" AF 33(657)-13866 dated 25 May 1964. The feasibility to be supported by

analytical and experimiental data.

b. Generate realistic, attainable specifications for a Base Level Analyzer

(that deviate by a minimum amount) from the requirements of Exhibit "A".

c. Provide design information for two (2) prototype Base Level Analyzers

capable of meeting the specifications generated under (b), the design being

such that it can advantageously embody a growth capability while being eco-

nomical to produce in quantity lots.

d. Establish a Reliability Plan for a total program.

e. Provide a Reliability Prediction for the optimized design based upon a

detailed analysis.

f Establish a Maintainability Plan for the total program.

g. Establish a Safety Plan for the total program.

I1/Z-l
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3. SUMMARY

3.. l General Discuasion

This report is best started by stating the basic requirements of the

Dase Level Analyzer system.

Paraphrased from section 3. 0 Exhibit "A" these are:V} a. The equipment must be capable of detecting contamination elements in

lubricating oil in concentrations of between one and 500 parts per million.

b. The elements to be detected are: iron, lead, tin, silver, copper,

chromium, nickel, silicon, magnesium, and aluminum.

c. The accuracy and precision of the instrument shall be such that the

deviation from the true amount of any element present in a Standard Reference

Specimen shall not exceed * two parts per million or 10 percent, whichever

greater.

- 'd. The design shall be such that minimum training, calibration and main-

* tenance will be required and that the equipment can be operated by airmen

of the prescribed skill level.

e. The equipment shall be self-supporting and readily transportable and

K any recalibration necessary shall be performed by (Air Force) maintenance

personnel.

f. The equipment shall be such that it can be readily maintained by Air

Force personnel, i.e. , the total maintenance hours for the equipment over

its operating life shall not exceed IZO hours.

g. The design must be reliable and have an MTBF of not less than 150 hours.

h. There will be minimum safety hazard for operating personnel.

i . The operating temperature range of the equipment is 3ZOF to 1300F.
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j. The analyzer design shall be such that environmental specification

MIL-STD-810 Class INI can be met.

k. The design shall meet the radio frequency interference specification

MIL-I- 26600.

\The results of the optimization study show that the design that most

closely meets all the Base Level Analyzer requirements is a 1-meter

emission grating spectrometer that uses a constant digital reference tech-

nique, digital data processing, and all solid state electronics (figures 3-1,

3-2, and 3-3). /
Some unique features of the design are:

a. All environmental conditions can be met.

b. Automatic line position adjustment to compensate for temperature,

and humidity effects in the optical system.

c. Automatic focus adjustment to compensate for linear expansion

in the optical head.

d. Dark current cancellation.

e. Manual control to compensate for pressure changes.

f. Double electrostatic shielding around all radio frequency interference

generators, with the outside console being a complete continuous shield with

gasketing on all removable parts.

g. Hermetic sealing of ail humidity sensitive components.

h. Thermal isolation of the complete optical system.

i. Capable of rapid alignment.

j. Digital readout.

3-Z
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The physical characteristics of the. equipment, including the transit case

ready for shipment, figure 6-38, are:

Height 71 inches

Width 72 inches

Depth 40 inches

And the total weight is 993 pounds.

Thi s study was started based upon the premnise that a 1-meter emission

spectrometer was capable of meeting the design requirements of a Base Level

Analyter. This premise has, with a few exceptions, been fully substantiated

and proven. The only area where the requirements of Exhibit "A" cannot be

met is concerned with basic oil chemistrY _ d lack of oil standards and is

completely independent of instrument technique or design. No attempt has

therefore been made to consider other analysis techniques (atomic absorption,

etc. ) or designs.

In relating this study to the existing state of the art, it is perhaps well to

make a direct but informal comparison between a commercial sp.ctrometer

and the specific Base Level Analyzer. A commercial emission spectrometer

is a specialijed instrument operated by -t skilled technician in a controlled

environment, whereas the specified Base Level Analyf.er is a tool to be

vperated by semi-skilled personnel under extrernes of environment while

having equal or better accuracy than that ci.rrently available.

rhe design of a 1-meter spectrnmeter for ', se under standard commercial

conditions (air conditioned rotmi) presents no major ditfilulties. except for

oil chemistry limitations, however. the design of such an instrument to meet

the sptcified shotk. vibration, radio frequency interference, and environ-

mestal conditions presents major design problems

3-6
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To preclude the possibility of "re-inventing the wheel", a literature

search was conducted to ascertain what had previously been accomplished

with similar instruments under the specified conditions. The search re-

* vealed that a design of this nature had never before beer. attempted.

In the specification of the equipment, considerable emphasis has been

placed on accuracy (repeatability), not just over a short period (day) but

over extended periods (months). Additionally, it is a requirement that it be

possible to fabricate replica equipments having identical accuracy character-I! istics. The submitted design wll meet these objectives and will make it

possible to measure an oP- sample tn separate equipments)in either Florida

(hot and humid) or Colorado I.old and dry) and get identical results within

the accuracy limits specified thus providing the basis of a well correlated

engine analysis and maintenance program using contaminant trend analysis

techniques. In addition, it opens up the real possibility of oil standardization

and the establishment of oil contaminant standards, neither of which exist

at the present. It is not inconceivable to believe that iA the future manu-

facturers of new engines will be required to provide contaminant trend

analysis data as part of final acceptance material.

Once the full impact of the environmental specifications had been fully

analyzed in terms of system performance, and design criteria had been

established, the necessary control and compensations systems were developed

and the design concluded. It is to be noted toat the subject design is based

to the maximum amount possible upon techniques that have been proven by

many years of experience with cornnercial instruments. New techniques

have been utilized only when significant improvement in system performance

can be achieved, where cost can be reduced, and only when the technique

has survived a rigid performance analysis.
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The total design has been the subject of a complete reliability analysis

and the predicted Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) is 15 times better than

that specified, resulting in a high degree of confidence both in the ability of

the system to perform and in low maintenance costs. In order to summarize

in more detail the salient point of the study, the following aspects will be

discussed separately:

a. Contaminant Analysis

b. Environmental Effects

c. Reliability, Maintainability, Safety

3. 2 Contaminant Analysis

In considering the problem of oil contaminant analysis as related to de-

signing equipment to meet the requirements of Exhibit "A" where it is stated

"that the equipment shall measure the true amount of an .lement contained in

a Standard Reference Specimen" (paragraph 3. 2a) it is necessary to obtain

answers to a number of basic questions namely -- What is the contaminant

purity of a base oil and to what standard is it made? Are there approved

contaminant s.tandards available and what is their accuracy? Is there an

approved method for generating such standards? In order to obtain the

necessary answers, a survey was made of Government, industry, and aca-

demic institutions with the following results:

a. The contaminant purity of base oils (including medicinal mineral oil)

is unknown except in a most general manner.

b. Oils are produced to gross standards well outside the limits specified

for the Base Level Analyzer.

c. There are no nationally approved oil contaminant standards in existence.

d. There is no nationally approved method for producing such standards.

3-8



In addition to the survey, Baird-Atomic solicited samples of "Standard

Reference Specimens" from a number of highly respected laboratories,

namely, Pensacola, Analysts Incorporated, Analyst of Puerto Rico, and

Dr. Ice, University of California. These specimens weie analyzed and they

showed a complete lack of correlations between published and measured

contamination levels. Further, Baird-Atomic manufactured many standards

to the method outlined in National Bureau Standard Monograph 54 and obtained

similar varied results.

From the above it can only be concluded that, at this time, it is impossible

to measure "the true amount of an element contained in a Standard Reference

Specimen". Baird-Ato-nic, therefore, takes exception to paragraph 3.2a,

Exhibit "A".

It should be noted that this is the only fundamental exception in the sub-

mitted design, all other deviations are in limits and tolerances, as will be

explained. As an alternative to paragraph 3. Za, Baird-Atomic recommends

that the design be based on a standard deviation about the average value (for

ten analyses of a single sample) of the specified corttaminants where Baird-

Atomic will provide the necessary standards prepared according to the

National Bureau of Standards procedure using 7808 oil as a base.

It is to be noted that this alternate specification in no way destroys the

accuracy (repeatability) requirements of the specification. Based on the

above specification (which was discussed with Wright Patterson Air Force

Base personnel and received verbal technical approval), a statistical ana-

lytical study and a mathematical system error analysis were performed to

establish the feasibility of meeting the alternate requirement. The statisti-

cal study involved the production of three groups of the aliquot specimens

which were analyzed (on the Baird-Atomic Research Direct Reader Spectro-

graph) ten times per specimen for a total of three hundred data points. This

3-9



data was then processed on an IBM 1620 computer to establish the standard

deviation about the average, resulting in the graphs, to be found in appendix

A. These graphs together with the mathematical error analysis and National

B~ireau of Standards information are the basis for the performance specifica-

,ions to be found in section 5.0.

National Bureau of Standards is referred to as an authority that claims

that not more than 200 parts per million of silicon can be placed in solution.

Where limits and tolerances have been redefined with respect to Exhibit

"A", it will be the aim of Baird-Atomic to meet the original specification but

as a design goal only.

3. 3 Environmental Conditions

A detailed analysis of the effects of the applicable environmental condi-

tions specified in both Exhibit "A" and MIL-STD-810 sheltered equipment

showed that the three environmental conditions that most effect the accuracy

and performance of the system are temperature, pressure, and humidity.

The portion of the system that is most severely affected by these conditions

is the optical head, the heart of the system, where each condition produces

both a !ateral shift and a dispersion shift in the optical path. In addition,

temperature produces another undesirable effect, namely defocusing. All

of these effects cause considerable system degradation and must be qgm-

pensated for if specified performance is to be achieved.

To compensate for lateral shifts, a closeu o.rvo monitor system

has been included in the design. This system monitors the position of a

reference emission line, and as this line shifts laterally, an error signal

is developed which rotates a deflector plate and drives the reference line

back to its correct position, hence correcting the entire spectrum. Focus

changes are controlled by an open loop focus servo system which alters the

optical pathlength by inserting varying thicknesses of calcium fluoride in

the path of the emitted light w-here the calcium fluoride thickness depends

on the mean temperature of the optical head. 3-10



The compensation for pressure requires that the grating be moved

0. 003 inch down the mean dispersion axis of the optical system for a change

in altitude of 0 to 10, 000 feet. Since it is not necessary to adjust the position

of the grating mount continuously due to ambient piessure changes, this

system has not been made automatic. Compensation is achieved by means

6f a manual control to which there is ready access from the side of the con-

* sole. In addition to-itsoeffect on the optical head humidity presents a problem

in the main console where it can cause leakage in high impedance circuits

(integrator capacitor) and arc over in the high voltage supply. These effects

have been reduced to insignificant levels by the sii le c.\pedient of hermeti-

cally sealing all high impedance circuits and by ensuring that the interior of

the equipment is operated at a higher temperature than the incoming air

thereby preventing condensation. It is to be noted that no exceptions will be

taken to the environmental conditions.

3.4 Reliability, Maintainability, Safety

A detailed reliability analysis and subsequent prediction for the' system
shows that the MTBF of the system is 19 times better than that specified ior

8. 4 samples per hour and 6. 3 times better for 60 samples per hour. The

reliability for 60 samples per hour was calculated in order to establish that

the system met or exceeded the specification even if automatic electronic

readout were added to the system. All reliability information has been based

on;

a. Published Reliability Data

b. Failure Rates Quoted by Suppliers

c. MIL Handbook 217

d. Best Engineering Estimates

Since the reliability of the system is substantially better than that specified,

it is anticipated that there will be no problem to meeting the maintainability

goals. Every effort has been made to build in maximum maintainability, i.e..

3-1l



test points, panel meters, and oscilloscope. In addition all circuitry

is constructed on plug in printed board wh~re there is access to all

sid~es.



4. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

-" 4.1 General System_Discussion

S. , This portion of the report describes the functional operations which must

be performed in an oil analysis system having a direct readout. It also

outlines the methods that Baird-Atomic, Inc., has chosen to instrument

each operation. Reasons for some of the more important design decisions

are presented.

In brief, the operation of the Base Level Analyzer is as follows:

a. Excite the impurity atoms in the oil sample

b. Collect, disperse, and measure the emitted radiation at selected

and representative wavelengths

c. Convert the voltage measure of emitted radiation to a voltage

measure of impurity concentration

d. Convert the latter voltage to a form suitable to the user

The functional block diagram of the Base Level Analyzer is presented in

figure 4-1. It shows the emission source, consisting of oil sample, analytical

gap, and source power supply; the optical head including the fore optics.

entrance slit, diffraction grating, exit slits, photodetectors and integrators;

the data converter which changes integrated emitted light data to impurity

concentration data; and the readout which presents the impurity concentration

data to the user in convenient form. Also shown is the Analyzer's brain, the

program timer, which regulates all other functions

The spectromet.ic source is discussed in paragraph 4. 1. 1. while paragraph

4. 1. A describes the optical head. The basic data handling approach. using a

constant digital reference followed by analog data conversion is explained in

paragraph 41.3. Paragraph 4.1.4 covers the digital data readout.
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*4.1.1 Spectrometric Source

The Base Level Analyzer employs a spectrometric light source consisting

of oil sample, analytical gap, and source power supply. The oil sample

is contained in a porcelain boat and is carried to the analytical gap by the

lower electrode, a graphite disk rotating through the oil in the boat at 30 rpm.

Spaced 3 millimeters frorn the disk is the upper electrode, a 1/4-inch graphite

rod. As the oil passes through the gap, its impurity content is excited by a

high inductanLe a-c spark, the characteristics of which have been experimenitally

selected for maximum excitation of the difficult elements to detect, such as lead

and tin, while avoiding ignition or splashing of the oil. Burn times are kept

reasonably short, of the order of 20 seconds, and the reproducibility obtained

is good.

A detailed discussion of the source and the experimental work leading to

selection of the source parameters is given in paragraph 4.2. .

4.1.2 Base Level Analyser Optical Head

The source energy is imaged on the diffraction grating by the fore optics,

a plano-convex quartz lens. The lens parameters are chosen so tha.t the image

of the source ia, smaller than the active area of the grating and so that the

entrance slit is well vithin the illuminated solid angle This method of )a|rtially.

coherent illunination insures that minor optical misalignments will not affert

the detected signal level.

The diffraction grating itsell has a 1-meter ridiut. and has 16Ebl lines per

millimeter (42,400 lines per inch). It is mounted in a modified Eagle mount

and gives 6A per millimeter resolation Spectra" caverage is Z.OI) to 4100A

in first order.

A 1-meter grating has been selected for the Base Level Analyzer primarily

because it leads to an instrument only about one third the size ot that using the
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conventional 3-meter optics and hence is much more convenient. The use

of the smaller optics is possible primarily because the oil analysis problem

presents a simpler and less crowded spectrum than is encountered in iron

and steel analyses where 3-meter instruments are conventional. The simpler

oil analysis spectrum can easily be handled with linear resolution at the focal

curve of 6A per millimeter and the increased resolution of a longer focal length

instrument is not required.

*rhe actual resolution of the Base Level Analyzer has been determined from

photographic and other data to be 0. 4A (paragraph 4. 2.4). This resolution

requirement is exceeded by the Analyzer xhich. with a 50-micron entrance

slit and 25-micron exit slit. has calculated resolution of 0. 225A. Again the

widely different choice of widths for entrance and exit slits gives some im-

munity to changes in optical alignment.

The exit slits are 14 in number, 10 being 25 micron slits for the 10 elements

being analyzed. one 25 micron slit for the tilt-normal, tw, special 1000 micron

slits for the optical alignment servo and a 200 microti slit for the reference

line These slits are arr~tnged on a segment oi the RsAlAnd circle avid are

all hdcked by IPZ8 photomultiplier tubes.

The optical head also inclades the integrating rapaaitors charged by the

phutlowultipliers plus sitching relays a-s,)cidted with th-e capacitors. These

ele'ctronics have been made part of the optical he d n order to better cm ntrol

the surrounding environment and to keep the low level oignal connections short.

The reference line chosen for the Base Level Analyzer is background at

1897A. The 200-mi ron slit represents 0. 7A at thi% %av.length and t ontans

no interferences. More than half uf the total backgr.)und light at thii, %avelenxth

Lumes directly from the otl itself, rather than zrani the graphite electrodes.

Hence, the chosen reference is a gtod measure of the amount ot oil tarried to

the electrodes. Its purpose is discussed in paragraph 4. I. 3
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In addition to the basic optics so far described, there are several control

devices and monitoring devices in the optical head which have been included

to allow the instrument to Linction properly throughout the wide range of

environmental cdriditions specified. These control devices are the optical

alignment servo, the grating pressure correction adjustment, the focus

sorvo, the tilt-normal mechanism, and photornultiplier dark current cancel-

lation.

Of all the environmental conditions specified. the effect of atmospheric

pressure is most severe. Pressure variations change thte density and hence

the refractive index of air. The result is a lateral shift of the spectrum, the

magnitude of which depends on wavelength. A total shift of a spectral line

at the focal curve of as much as 50 microns is possible. This shift must be

corrected and an optical alignment servo is provided for this purpose. The

servo operates-only when the instrument is not analyzing oil and accurately

aligns the 3126A line of mercury. obtained from an auxiliary mercury lamp

source, with its exit slit. An alignment correction of * 100 microns is pro-

vided by a tilting calcium fluoride plate at the entrance slit.

Since 1Z6A ts near the center of the spectral coverage, little error occurs

near the center of the spectrum. However, since the pressure in1duced shifts

are wavelength dependent. a large dispersion change -Also Occurs ;ind this

Is not cor-ected by the alignment servo. Consequently, the grating is made

to move along a line through i:' center and the center of the for'l curve

The correct dispersion adjustment is m;de nimaaalv by the operatur in

accordance with average stmospheric pressore at hi. location

Temperature. humidity. and carbon dioxide co c eL ration changes ,also

affect the refraction index of th- oir. but to a lersser eut,,nt than pressure

changes. Their dispersion errors are neglhgible and no compensation is

needed. Temperature changes. however. also Affect the grating spacing anti

the esie of the optical supporting structure, The grattng spacing changes tend
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to compensate the refractive index changes in the air and consequently are

beneficial. Structural changes do not affect the angular alignment provided

one material is used throughout and it is maintained at a uniform temperature.

Serious focus ch.!nges, huwever, do occnur as the structural dimensions change.

Correct focus must be rndinained in order to avoid output errors and a servo

is provided for this purpose. The focus serve inserts a va;iable thickness of

calcium fluoride in the optical path, the thickness inserted being a function of

temperature.

In order to monitor tle performance of the optical alignment servo and to

chec) optical alignment generally, a tilt-normal mechanism is provided. This

mechanism adjusts the tilt angle of a qua rtz plate in front f the exit slit for

the 3650A line of mercury. Two positions are provided: normal incidence and

a tilted angle of incidence. the ratio of the 3650A photumultiplier output is

the normal position to that in a tilt position is a known valhe w hich is indicative

of the alignment of the 3bSOA hne with its slit. Any :tit -liagn.ent of the spectral

line decreases the tilt-noran;tl r.atio.

The ilial error 'orret twg -;,stein which is i. Itulded in the- ,bptical head of

the B4ase Level Analy.-ke- t- i-r pht,)o1rult l i.'r dtArk orinl t., r 4toni,

D.%rk c urred:i cati pr-tiu aun i.ot t, 'inti in t i r r tit the rtrtjow -t zw ipe al h at

the higher operatiang "emptraturet, .sitv C phot- tvlttpi .rr O', rk k%:'iirent int reases

rapidly vith temperature. The %atil: tion %Vyteni &lterntatety shutters t e

ttotirve and revet s-et the zittegratkng t apa -tttr !olarities so that the net integra:

t dark turrent i% ?er.o -hl. Ohe 4ia r.e prtodti ed utrrewin in t as unaffected.

4. & $ D t., C.otvertotN

The optical head oif 'hc lase Le,.el Aaalyter ha-t 10 sigital knd ore re ereace

outpots. hese uutpts .ire the vai4 At !a-mu;lAted .1 ;fe j.ating ciVJpaC;tur

at tlt end )i the %.hos.e 4burn nd ar. n t tisinaliy r.lalerd. through halt is
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known as the working curve, to the concentrations of the various elements

in the sample. A data conversion procedure is required o ransform the

capacitor voltages to values proportional to concentration.

The first step in the conversion is the selection of a method of controlling

the length of the source burn time. Two procedures are commonly employed,

constant time and fixed reference. The latter will be employed in the Base

Level Antlyzer. In the fixed reference method, tha reference capacitor

voltage is converted to a digital number and is compared to a fixed digital

reierence. When the digital reference is exceeded, the source is shuttered.

In effect, the reference voltage is normalized and does not appear in the

nonlinear working curve function. Therefore, a nonlinear amplifier can be

used. for the conversion process, its gain characteristic havLng the sane

form as the working curve.

Some of the advantages of the conitant digital threshold approach stem

from the fact that it is the ratio of unknown to reference voltage which is

important. All system variations which produce the same percentage

var.iation in both unkncwn and reference channels cancel out of the final

result. A typical example is the variation of the capacitance of the inte-

grators with temperature. If the temperature coefficients of reference and

unknown capacitors are identical, no error will result from a temperature

shift. This is not true of the constant burn time approach.

A major advantage of the constant digital threshold data conversion

method is the possibility of using analog, rather than digital, conversion

techniques. The Baird-Dow technique, a constant burn time method, uses

the time required to discharge the reference capacitor voltage to the impurity

capacitor votage- as a logarithmic measure of the ratio of the impurity

voltage to reference voltage, Although tim, s can easily be measured with

great accuracy in digital form, this method is not convenient because of the
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complexity of a digital working curve conversion. A digital computer and

memory are required where only a single operational amplifier suffices

with a constant digital reference., In addition the accuracy of the logarithmic

Baird-Dow system is poor when the discharge times become long (low

impurity voltages).

TC sum up the advantages of the constant digital reference approach: the error

cancelling abilities of an unknown-to-reference voltage ratio measurement

are combiled with the ability to use a simple analog working curve conversion.

4.1.4 Readout

Following the analysis of a sample, the data obtained is stored in analog

form on the integrating capacitors. Under the control of the program timer

each capacitor voltage is then sampled and converted, using a nonlinear

amplifier incorporating the working curve, to a voltage directly proportional

to impurity concentration. The voltages at the output of the nonlinear amplifier

are connected sequentially to an analog-to-digital converter, the same con-

verter used initially to establish the constant digital reference, and changed

to digitl format. Each digital number is stored in a separate 9-bit register,

The complete operation, including analog sampling, analog-to-digital con-

version, and digital storage, requires only 100 milliseconds for 10 channels

and is completely automatic so that the leakage of the integrating capacitors

is negligible.

The operator is free to interrogate any or all of the digital storage

registers at will immediately following the completion of the sample burn by

pushing the proper buttons on the control corsole The concentration of any

one of the ten impurity elements may be displayed in decimal form on three

Nixie tubes. Because of the digital nature of the data storage at this point

there is no danger of error from variations in readout technique or timing

and the same element concentratic.n may be repeatedly read out without error.
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4. Z Oil Contaminant Analysis

4.2.1 General Discussion

As there was no available performance information on an instrument

similar to the Base Level Analyzer, it was necessary to establish the

answers to a number of basic questions before the design could be satis-

factorily concluded. An experimental program was therefore initiated to

obtain the necessary data. The data required, involved the optimization of

a. Emission Lines for Each Specified Element

b. Source Conditions

c. Reference Emission Line

d. Entrance/Exit Slit Dimensions

In addition, information was required on the quality of available standard,

and the performance of an instrument under the environmental conditions

specified.

The Baird-Atomic Emission Instrumentation Laboratory was therefore

used to simulate the known parameters of the Base bevel Analyzer and to

arrive at some of the missing parameters of the design.

The instrument, chosen to carry out the investigative task, was the Baird-

Atomic Research Direct Reading Spectrograph (RDRS). This instrument is a

basic 3-meter modified "Eagle" mount to which direct reading capabilities

have been added. The Z0-inch photographic camera was replaced with a

direct reading head which can accommodate up to 16 photomultipliers. The

greatest advantage of the instrument is the rapidity with which slits can be

set (utilizing an electronic slit setting device). The RDRS is, therefore,

ideally suited to the particular problem. In conjunction with the RDRS, a

Baird-Atomic NB-I Spectrosource was used. This is probably the most versatile

source available, having four excitation modes with an infinite number of variable

parameters available.

U
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The particular grating chosen for the experiment was a 15-thousand-

line-per-inch pyrex grating blazed for 5500A first order. In order to

approximate the 6A-per-millimeter dispersion of the Base Lev~l Analyzer,

this grating was employed in the first order at a mean dispersion of 5. 56A

per millimeter. This presented a problem in that the 4blaze .angle of this

grating is far from ideal for this particular application especially at the

lower wavelengths where lead, the most difficult element to analyze is

located. 'A grating with a 3200A first order blaze would be much more.

efficient.

The RDRS is susceptible to temperature changes of the order of *5*F,

especially with the small 50 microns to 25 microns ratio of the slits. The

Emission Instrumentation Laboratory, is not temperature controlleq and

during the statistical analysis runs which took place over a period of three

days, there were noticeable temperature effects on the samples.

Additionally, the slits that were used on the RDRS were not all at the

correct angle (the entering light normal to the slit face). As a result, there

was scattered light which presented both sensitivity and reproducibility effects.

The capacitors chosen to store the charge were the normal 1. 0 microfarad

for the reference and 0. 1 microfarad for all the unknowns. Due to the great

sensitivity of magnesium the spread of- clo k divisions for the range of concen-

trations was over 80, which is beyond the accurate reading limits of the

Baird-Dow RG discharge. As a result. readings below 5 parts per million

of magnesium were impossible and some of the lower values of other elements

(for example copper) were susceptible to poor precision due to the nature of

the RC logarithmic readout.
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4. 2. Z Reference Line Determination

The reference line chosen must be one that is free of extraneous in-

fluences and ydt is representative of the oil sample investigated.

Several possible selections presented thiemselves and each in turn was

evaluated. The first lines to be investigated were two hydrogen lines which

through possible breakdown of the oil might be excited into emission. After

both photographic and photoelectric study, it was determined that with the

source conditions employed neither the H 4861 A or the H 4340 A line were

being excited. Use of the H 4861 A would have been doubtful primarily due

to focal curve physical limitations.

The next element to be investigated as a suitable reference was carbon

which can be excited in sparking of the oil. However since carbon electrodes

were employed in the analysis, it was anticipated that there would be con-

siderable contribution from the electrodes. To estimate the amount of

carbon excitation actually corning from the oil, the carbon electrodes were

replaced by a copper disk and counter electrode. Using these electrodes,

there was some difference in the sample excitation due to the differing

electrical properties of the two substances, but by neglecting these small

differences it was ascertained that there was approximately 10 percent

contribution to the carbon line from the oil itself. This was considered too

small a contribution to render it useful as a reference line, Another carbon

line at Z96 A was evaluated. But t,,is C IIl line, due to its high excitation

potential, did not lend itself to use as a reference.

The next area of reference that presented itself was the amazing re-

producibility of the background in certain regions of the spectrum regardless

of what type oil was analyzed. With this observation a search was made of

photographic plates, spectral charts, and tables to see if an area within the

spectral coverage of the system could be found that was free of element inter-

ference. One region which satisfied the above requirements was in the
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vicinity of A897 A. In this region there are no element interferences

and there is a good light l eve!. However, there is also some weak cyanogen

band structure which is due to the electrodes. By running the electrodes

without oil, it was determined that 60 percent of the background plus cyanogen

structure was coming directly from the oil itself. This is a much greater

contribution by the oil to the reference line than all other lines exarhined.

Total light and central image were also evaluated but BKD 3897 A was

found to be superior in all 'cases and was therefore selected as the reference.

4.2. 3 Element Line Selection

The major task in the element line selection is to choose the most

sensitive analytical line that is free of interference, and falls within the

physical limitations of focal curve and slit sizes. Most of the lines chosen

are well documented it" previous Baird-Atomic instruments; but, due to a

difference in dispersion between the Base Level Analyzer and other Baird-

Atomic spectrometers. it was necessary to carry out a literature search

to verify the data found with actual curvs

Oil spec.tra were photographed first to erity the freedom of interfering

lines, since the oil spt. I rum is qite sitople and inforniative.

In order to optimize the light output, several lines were in, estigated for

so'nie elnents , the mnuost notable being I ead itnd lin Figure 4-21 shows a

study of the three cifferent lead lines, before lead Z.01 A was finally chosen.

Also an evaluation of two tin lines ii ,ihowtk in tigure 4- 3. Three lines

(copper above 200 parts per million, silver above ISO pa~rts per million,

and magnesium above 200 parts per million) shou reversal, this is a natural

phenomena and does occur in all titstruments.

The following lines, therefore, represent the best comprunist when all

the factors mentioned above are considered and they ar, adequate to perfigrt

the task requested of them
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Lead 2203 A Silver 3382 A

Iron L599 A Nickel 3414 A

.Magnesium 2802 A Mercury 3650 A (master monitor)

Tin 283q A Background 3895 A (ref)

Silicon 2881 A Aluminum 3961 A

* Mercury 3126 A (servo) Chromium 4254 A

Copper 3274 A

4.2.4 Entrance/Exit Slit Determination

The prime factors that govern both extrance and exit slit sizes are closely

allied to those of element line selection as well at the optical components

chosen. The resolution must be sufficient to resolve the element lines from

all line interferences. rhe resolution necessary was determined to be 0.- A.

Since the dispersion of the Base Level Analyzer is 6 A per millimeter, optimum

slit width may be calculated from the following.

entratice w'idt.h + exit wialth
resolution = . ... . ...... x dsper-tion

rvaolution x O 6 A mm

resoluItion 0. US A

Due to line broadening. the actikal resolution is probably cltst.r tu 0, 1 A.

sufficient to resolve the chosen element lines.

The combination of entrance and exit slit widthai may be seen to be a

constant. The entrance and exit slit widths can never be the same. other-

,tse there would be no room for any spectrum line movement Aiy slight

shift in spectrum position would result in different data
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A question now arises as to whether the entrance or exit slit

should be the larger. F 'he exit slit is chosen to be the smaller, it is

possible to look at only uie central portion of a 50-micron spectrum line

with the -5-micron exit slit and therefore eliminating the background

associated with the spectrum line. This gives the maximum signal-to-

noise ratio and therefore the greatest sensitivity. The use of a wider exit

than entrance slit was evaluated on lead 4057 A as depicted in figure 4-4.

The loss in sensitivity is due mainly to background since no line interference

is present within the calculated resolution of the 50-micron and 150-micron

combination.

Going to a narro\ver exit slit could result in a problem of the light level

becominig too low for efficient operation of th. system. With a 50-

micron entrance slit and a !5-microni exit slit combination there is sufficient

light l-vel and adequate resolution. These slit combinations were used on

the RDRS evaluation and the analytical results support this selection.

The width of the reference slit on background 3XQ7 A is 00 microns.

By use of previous equations the resolution is found to be 0 75 A There

irti i anterfe rtice- pr sent withti thi-n area. This was confirmed by

*.t~tr~t: tlt rte r'ne" lint- on -sli saziaple Ctt ations. rhe larger %%idth

of the rcf.renct' slit i. necessarv to get the best sampling possible and to

havie as little varidtiot i as possible %ith different iinmples.

Tu otlier .- its which air- ivivolv'ed only with optical ailinment. and not

%%ith the .tititcal datir. are a specitl offset me.rcury slit tor use in the

aiutaso tirc s., rvto ssttm Aiid j 2S-ii c ron regular slit to be used for the

Lt. n -torui.,l system

"1. p. 1 amiUm Sourice Conditions

Under source conditiuns. Lie analytical tinhing seutience. the electrical

pirame'ters and the phystcal spacing will be discussed
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The prime aim in this area is to establish the most sensitive source

embodying the necessary accuracy. As sensitivity is increased there is a

loss -of accuracy. A high inductance a-c spark was chosen as the most

efficient source. The spark has the following parameters:

4.0 RF amperes 5 breaks per half cycle

0.005 microfarad capacitance 400 microhenries inductance

3-millimeter analytical gap 30 rpm rotating disk

160-degree 1/4-inch graphite h-4072 disk electrode
electrode

8-second preburn Zl-second exposure

The addition of secondary inductance lessens the air lines in the spark

and as a result increases setisitivity, especially for lead and tin. Without

inductance it is impossible to read below 100 parts per million for lead

anld tin

A rotatijg electrode speed of 30 rpm was chosen. iince with this speed

there was a large and 1.vnce mure rcpresentaive sampling. A speed in

excess of this would tend to spatter the oil too rtiuch.

The counter electrode ts d standard purity 1/4-inch graphite rod

(National AGKS) shaped with a Ib0" included angle (ASTM C-Z). High purity

counter electrodes slch as National I.-SQS7 were tried and no incre.se in

sensitivity or cuirve shiftf restilted Th, disk electrode ts a National L-40?Z

AGKSP grade

The preb, rn and exposure tim,,; %erv. ils, determinrd after much

tnvestagatlon The preb4rn time of vight seconds is ialicient to precondition

the samplt and stiobilize the discharge Preburn times of up to 45 seconds

were timed %tith no improvement an either precision or detectabality. TIe

2- second exposure period was found to be the time after which there was
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no improvement in analytical results. Light is actually only integrated for

one-half this time due to a dark-current correction system. Exposure

times of up to 60 seconds have been tried, and the only results are reduced

load cap&bility and the possibility of the oil flashiag.

The oil to be sampled is held in a iw. Z Coors porcelain boat. The boats

are free of contamination, are easily cleansed for -euse, and require a

minimum amount of oil for an analysis.

Another source condition tried was the low.voltage rectified arc. On

most analytical runs the flash point of the oil was.surpassed and a fire

resulted in the boat.

4.2.6 Oil Standard Prepar, ion

The key to the entire oil contaminant analysis prog, am lies in the

preparation of reliable standir 's The spectrometer is not-ixing more A

than a good comnpartaor and is only as good as the data fed into it, namely--

reliable standdrds.

A n imnmediate question that can be asked is: are there such things as

true or absolute standard? Many people have tried to arrive at such

standards, but as yet there have only been close approximations. It was

the functio- of an ASTM study group to try and arrive at an absolute standard,

using Standard of Indiana. (LF-1954) base oil. They produced standards

with errors from the "true" amount of up to 43 percent. The problem of an

absolute standard is therefore very real.

This was further accentuated when oil standards from Naval Air Station,

Pensacola, Florida, McDil! Air Force Base, Tampa, Florida; Analysts of

Puerto Rico, San Juan, Puerto Rico, Analysts Inc. , Torrance, California,

Professor Ice, Belmont, California; and those prepared by Baird-AtomiLc

were run in a test program. There were concentrations within one set of

standards that differed by 30 parts per million and standards among different
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laboratories that differed by over IZ0 parts per million. Some standards

were more reproducible than others, with the ones showing the best precision

also plotting :he most linear curve. One set of standards which were over

two years old had silver plated out On the bottle which points out one of the

stability problems.

The standards prepared by Baird-Atomic follow very closely the method

outlined in National Bureau of Standards Monograph 54. This report gives

in detail how the National Bureau of Standards organo-metallic salts were

made and how with proper solubilizing compounds stable additions in lubricating,

oils can be formulated. The National Bureau of Standards does state that

silicon above 200 parts per million is doubtful and also that these solutions

"are stable for several weeks". Whether or not these standards are compatible

with the various additives that may be in the oils to be analyzed is another

unaiwswered question. The Baird-Atomic standards were prepared for the

ten elements of interest with the exception of silicon in the concentrations

of 500. 400, 300. Z0, 100, 50, 10, 10, 3, I and the base oil. Silicon had

a maximum concentration of 200 parts per million and was diluted in the

same proportion. As of the date of this report, the standards are clear

and homogeneous and give good repeatability. A contiruing check of their

stability will be made.

The first attempt at preparing Baird-Atomic standards, (while solubilizing

compounds were or order) was to add the organo-metallics Lo the selected

7808 base directly, and blending the additions for 24 hours in a blender. After

a period of three (lays, salts started to precipitate out and precision studies

were poor. Upon the receipt of solubilizing agents the procedure outlined in

National Bureau of Standards Monograph 54 was followed with excellent results.

One note of interest was that the lead curves plotted with the first 7808 standard

and the new 7808 standards with solubilizers were identical.
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" The four basic oil types with which this study are concerned were

*-procured (7808 from Mobil) and the Z3699, 1065. and 1100 from Esso. The

two reciprocating types (1065 and 1100) per unit burn time (due to their
9

greater viscosity) gave about 10% more reference light, but also each of

the unknown was also receiving more light by an equal factor.

The end result is that all four base oils gave results within one part per

million. This is to be expected from the ve.ry nature of the spectrographic

internal standard method.

4.2.7 Statistical Analysis

In order to establish and identify some of the variables contributing to

the overall system performance, and to obtain "real" accuracy data a

statistical analysis was performed.

A set of three series of standards labeled A, B, and C were formulated

with concentrations of 500. 400, 300. 200, 100, 50, Z0, 10,5,1 and 0 parts

per million present. using a 7808 base oil and to the procedure outlined in

National Bureau of Standards Monograph 54. By successive dilutions of the

500-parts per million standards all other values were obtained. It is to be

noted that the 500- and 0-parts per million standards though labeled A, B,

and C are one and the same oil. This is especially noteworthy when one

takes a critical look at the data in appendix A. With a few minor exceptions

which can be attributed more to the instrunent than to the standards, the

spread of voltages is as great for these two values as it is for the formulated

standards.

The curves were arrived at by normalizing the values from the Baird

logarithmic readout to a predetermined reference voltage which is the

principle under which the Base Level Analyzer will operate. The tniddle

curve represents a plot of the mean value determined froin seven runs which

were made over a period of three days. The two outer curves represet, the

Appendix A
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deviation from the mean. An enlarged plot is at the right to show the same

curves in the critical 0 to 20 parts per million range. By choosing one

voltage one is able to read three values of the concentration in parts per

million and hence can get a feel for the accuracy of the equipment under

the conditions elaborated upon in paragraph 4.2. 1.

By overlaying the three series of standards one is able to compare the

accuracy of one standard to another. It will be 'noted that for aluminum

Baird-Atomic has but standards B and C and only up to a maximum con-

cortration of 400 parts per million. This was a result of an instrument

problem associated only with aluminum which could not be corrected until

after the statistical analysis had been run. A rerun of aluminum was made

but due to depleted samples, all the values were not available. This

statistical analysis consisted of 330 burns and provides a reasonable

statistical profile of Base Level AnalN,-v.r performance.
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II

4.3 Optical Analysis

The optical system for the Baird-Atomic Base Level Analyzer is capable of

performance which is well within the limits necessary to meet the specification

requirements. The quality of the slit images at the exit slit curve on the Rowland

circle is influenced by two factors:

a. Diffraction

b. Grating Resolution

4.3.1 Diffraction Resolution

The diameter of the minimum spot size in the image of a point can be cal-

culated by the following formula.

d =f

where

d = effective diameter of diffraction image

f = f/number of optical system

k wavelength

If

f = f/20

k= 0.430 micron (4300 A)

d = 20 x 0.43 = 8.6 microns

4.3.2 Grating Resolution

The resolving power of the grating (a k) or its ability to separate wavelengths

of light is determined by the formula:

K
Nd cos 0
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N = number of grating lines

d line spacing of grating

0 angle of diffracted light, measured from grating normal (4300A)

0.430
Ax 0.3 8.9 'microns

-3
50 x 10 xO.95595

Since the formula for the grating is based on the minimum diffraction

pattern, the two effects are not. additive. However, this confirms thL fact

that the resolving power of the system is more than adequate for good imaging

of a 50-micron wide slit.

4.3.3 Spectral Line Image Quality

4. 3. 3. 1 Discussion of Image Quality -- The inage quality of the spectral

line used in a direct reading spectrometer can in some cases be the limiting

parameter of instrument accurai-y. By far, the most important image quality

aberration is that of spectral line curvature.

It is a characteristic of direct reading spectrometers that when a straight

entrance slit is used, curved spectral lines result, and the degree of the

curvature is a function of the angles invoked in producing the image, entrance

slt height, and rad.us of curvature of the grating,

The obliqueness of the angles of diffraction with respect to the grating

normal are dictted by the dispersion required for a specific application

and tho. radius of curvature of the diffraction grating. The entrance slit height

is dictated hy the minimium energy requirement of the system.

Spectral line curvature is important to optical stability, due to the fact that

a curved image superimposed on a straight aperture exit slit will result in a

more critical slit alignmrent and less allowable relative movement between
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the image and aperture if constant photomultiplier energy is to be received. If

any energy change is observed by the photomultiplier tube, the result will be an

apparent concentration change in the oil and thus an incorrect concentration

reading.

* If the spectral line curvature is sufficient, it can also limit the signal-to-

background ratio and, therefore, limit the min'mum detectable concentration.

In addition, it can increase the wavelength separation requirements of the optical

system due to close characteristic radiation from another element (interference).

4.3. 3. Z Experimental Measurement Study -- In order to evaluate the effects

of spectral image quality on the Base Level Analyzer design, an experimental

measurement study was initiated to obtain spectrograms based on varying

the separate parameters which govern image quality.

The equipment used for this study was a 1-meter optical breadboard and an

experimental grating, The particular grating used had a 1-meter radius of

curvature with 1440 grooves per millzneter. It should be noted that this is

not the same as the grating proposed in the design (1666.7 grooves per mil-

limeter) and that it was only used due to the long delivery time of the correct

grating.

The experimental parameters used for the study were as follows:

angle 'of incidence = 25. 90

various angles of diffration obsvrvv.d -: -4', 0.7, +5', +11", +17l

grating 1 meter, .radius of curvaturv with 14,40 groove per mi11inetr

The various angles of diffraction observed were defined by the low pressure

mercury lamp source. The wavelengths and their respective diffraction angles

are given in table 4- 1.
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Table 4-1

Wavelengths and Their, Respective Diffraction Angles

Wavelengths Diffraction Angles
(Angstroms) (Degrees)

2936. 52 first order -4.1

312.66 fi-st order +0.71

3650. 15 first order +5. 1 t.-Base Level Analyzer Range

.1358. 33 first order 1 1.0 1

2536. 412 second order +17. 16.3

The measuring technique umployed was to take two spectrograms with each

itdividual variable setting. By placing, the emulsion side of one film, with

wavelength incrasing to the right, against the emulsion side of an equivalent

film. with wavilength ,Ic.r, asi n to the right, the displacement due to curva-

ture was easily measured with 30X rnicroscope (figure 4-5).

A nuniber of filins were taken spitratly varying the three parameters at

our disposal, nam.ely the entrance slit height, grating width, and grating height.

4, 1. 3. 3 l)rsplaL enient I)ue to Cu rvature versus Grati.i' Width -- All of these

nasu renents (tabl, .1-2) w, re t.nl-,n over a spectrumi hlight of 25 miillimeters

with the ftill entran. e slit hit'itht of '4 i llimeters, and the full grating height

aperture of WO zmillimeters. These meas'.rernentb of displacement due to curva-

turt, are i , nicrons (I i n ron :t- 10' 3 mllmnelters),

Thc rtstlts of this study are graphic ally represented in figure 4.6. It should

be nited that ,xtrt,me care was taken to ensure that these displat ements due to

curvature were real and not tht result ot an oblique ray intersecting a curved

surface. This possibility was checked using a reference straight edge to

measure the displacement of a single line on a single spectrogram. From

figure 4-b it can be seen that the displacement dthe to Curvature is not a function

o~f grating width.
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Figure 4-5. Method of M'asuring Disp!acement using Two

35-millimeter Films
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4.3. 3.4 Displacement due to Curvature versus Grating Height -- All of these

measurements were taken over a spectrum line height of 25 millimeters, with

the full entranct slit height of 24 millimeters, and the full grating width aperture

of 50 millimeters (table 4-3).

The results of this study are graphically represented in figures 4-7 and 4-8.

Figure 4-7 indicates that the displat ument due to cur~ature is a relatively

small function oi grating height. The order of this lunction is defined by the

angle of ditiractIOn. Figure 4-S shows that the displacement due to curvature

for a ont nii dl lrvater lvgh ,iperture is virtually i Lnear function of the angle of

dfir-IL tlon.

4. 3. 3. " Divplacemnt due to Curvaturer %,'rsuts Entrance Sht H.ight -- All

these nicasurenients wt-rt' taken ) .er ae sp.ctrumi line height equal to the en-

tratce sl it hvl' ht , - ath the P" atu .vhi :1uvtkue 'I) ratn 1V it wil :,,tt'rs

,. ,, 4-1

V; '~ i: r rpgrajI):- .ittv -,xl itoi 'It 1 '~o.!-LIko% rzai t the -,~ t. i A r vt t as 4

* ;~~*.v ' uci~e I. ' il ' i o -tra*;. q. lwCU Ir~ti wvn the ddta

ii 1 -1It.. o ~ id no tik ue t ol itr, stitr vvi r-i t. reu t~ t ' v- II

I i, ' t 4:'.' a, I k-, :,, i V .I tI - tali i t' ! rc, , , r., tot ,tttfr s, t 14011

4 4sit 'mn du to C -1 ' umO~~ %t Pa rameters

f,,r I.,, o. t -_ . . * r -- A %pt, tr..., ,t I .k -et . ,,. ., , .% , a i piri re

4*1 10 iti -.11 :uu-tvr pio" , 1i -it **ark oi too a~. iti e r~ t 1 .ac.ti-vl Imit wur inc

lli;{II c.'te rb n hr ,|- .irl the ;1aspl. .lt r;t 1A *ai • , et r, i-).J ': rew,,nifvxts
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Table 4-5

Measurements of Curvature versus Optimum Parameters

Displacement due to, Curvature
Film Exposure

Number Time B -4. 1 degrees +5 degrees +17 degrees
(microns) (microns) (micronel

215 23 17 13

Note: Within the limits of experimental error, these are identical
to the film number 89 (table 4-4).

4. 3. 3.7 Conclusions - - The linear rcciprocal dispersion recommended for

the Base Level Analyzer is 6A per millimeter when a 50-micron entrance slit

and a 25-millimeter exit slit are used. With these parameters, the theoretical

wavelength separation is 0. 225A. Under these condi, ans, the displacement

due' to curvature must be less than 25 microns. When tne slit settinn accuracy

(5 micronis) is subtracted from this, the resulting unused portion of the line

is 15 microns. This value of 15 microns is t:e maximum allowable curvature.

With the data from table 4-5, film number 215, and remembering that the

displacement due to %i ,vature increases with the square of exit slit height,

the Maximum height of the exit slit can be calcuilated to be 8 millimeters.

Therefore for the Base Level Analyzer the optimum height of the exit is 8

millimeters with the height of spectrum line limited to 10 millimeters at

Sirks .ucus. Limiting the apertur#, at Sirks fkicus minimizes the effeict of

scattered light obierve&. by the photomultiplier.
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4.3.4 Location of Exit Slits

Te approximate location of the exit slits of the Base Level Analyzer

can be obtained from the equation

A
m X " (sin i + sin e) (4-1)

N

where

m = order of diffraction

X = wavelength of line

A = width of grating

N 7 total number of grating lines

i = angle of incidence (figure 4-10)

0 = angle of diffraction

Equation (4-1 ) can be solved for the diffraction angle

- sill- H \ - sill J

Equation (4-4) c an be e aluated for the Base Level Analyzer case \%ith

m -

i Z . 1 I r c

N
1 6b6.7 lines per rinnA

alld with the wavelengths given in tablt' 4- 6 The resilts ailso appe.r III

table 4-b

A convenient measure of exit lit location is the line.tr dispersion at the

d XL'cal curve, d"-!.

A cos 0
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where

R - the focal length of the grating

For a -meter grating of 1666.7 lines per millimeter at normal incidence in

the first order

ds 1 millimeter (4-4)
dT - 6A

Table 4-6

Location of Exit Slits

Element k(A) 0 (degrees)

Iron 25.9 1.433

Silver 3382 8.940

Coppe r '.74 7. i8

Chromium 4Z54 17. 46Z

Nickel 3414 9 448

Silicon Z881 4. 123

Magnesium 80Z 3. 65

Aluminum 3961 14. SnO

Mercury 312b b 470

Merc..rv 3650 11 538

Tin 13Q , ? Ile

Lead 240 3 - 35h

4 3 5 Effect of Tensperaturc. Prrssure. and Humidity on Exit Slit Position

The design of the Base I.,,,vrl Analy er takes into accoaint the effect of

variations of temperature. pressure. and humidity on thr required exit slit

locations. Compensattiun for these environmental effects is provided wherever
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the amiouiat of shift is such that i!. is appreciable compared to the w .dth of

the exit slits. Each of the three environmental variables (pressure,-

temperature, and humidity) affects the index of refraction of air and hence

the wavelength of the radiation in the air. Additionally thermal variations

change the line spacing on thec quartz diffraction grating.

A fourth variable, the amount of carbon dioxide gas in the air, car. also

be considered sinct- it al.io affects the refractive index of the air

The angles in the Base Level Analyrer diffraction spectrograph are all

reasoriably small (between 0 and 24 degrees). Hence the small angle

approximation, 0 Z sin 0. can be used %ithout great error and the grating

etpation can be written

Nm \
- ~ (4.5)

A n

The valtie i s the wavelength ot the radiation in vacunmi The total

differetntial gives .pproxiiately

ti 0) -t 0 t[
Le - -- T P -'" -P. . ti| (4 -t0

,, r , ,

T = t.mperatutr

a- tlmospheric irte$osare

- partia pressarr of watev %n the air

C-misiderng otWdy pressare v arialtkLn.6i

Nm X
0 3 p - , ,, A P (4.7)

A n
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The index of air varies with pressure according to the equation

n- 1 = P o p (4-8)
0

where

P = a reference pressure
0

Therefore

Nm X (n- 1)P
V 0 A? (4-9)

A Pn 0

The linear shift of the position of the line is AS

Nm k Pn )pv oi AlP
AS = RAO A 2 p R (4-10)

n 0

The actual shift experienced by the Base Level Analyzer, using an optical

alignment servo monitor designed to keep a lint at the center of the spectral

band centered on its slit is a dispersion change. The shift experienced by

the linvs at the highest (or lowest) wavelength is

Nm o Alp
AS - A v v - v R (4-11)

mi ax avg n o
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This equation can be evaluated for

N-1
7 =1667 lines mmA

m I

X -X : + 900 A
v v

max avg

(n-1)760 mm Hg = L80 x 10-

P 760 millimeters mercury

R I meter

n z 1.00

A = -238 millimeters mercury (the pressure change from 0 to 10,000
feet altitude)

The result is that A S is a maximum of + 16 microns for a line at the highwave-

length end of the focal curve for the high altitude case as compared with the

sea level case. AS for a line at the low wavelength end of the focal curve is

- 13. 7 microns.

Returning now to equation (4- 6). consider now oniy the temperature

variations. If all of the structure is of the same material and is insulated

from external sources of heat so that it is isothermal then

aT 0  (4-1Z)

and

- AT (4-13)
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"',ere

ae Nm X I
__v an At

8T =  A2 2 A- n- (4-14)An L T

The value of a A/ a T for the grating can be obtained from the expression

for thermal expansion of quari.z.

A A 1 1 +a (4-15)o L  qI

and

;A A a (4- 16)
t3T o q

where

A = the original grating width at O°C0

a = the coefficient of thermal expansion of quartzq

The index of refraction of air varies with temperature according to the

-quation

(n-l)

(n-1) ( 1 0 (4-17)

so that

(n-1) o18)
(I +a T)2
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Consequently

&S = RAT max Vavg r- .! )4119q
-S(I A . / T4 

Equation (4. 19) can be evaluated for the following parameter values in addition

to those noted above.

A T = * 30'C (the maxim im deviation from room temperatures)

1 -1
273

2 *5
0 lO. 6 IG= 0. 5Sx I0 6,C-"

For a temperature increase of ?O°C above nominal room temperature a

line at the maximum wavelength end of the focal curve shifts + 2. 2 microns.

A negative shift is obtained for a temperature decrease.

Now consider only the effects of humidity variations. Equation (4-6)

becom es

AO - 6 f (4-20)af

where

Nm X 
( -Z

A n

The index of refraction of air varies with humidity approximately according

to the expression

41 f x 10K
n d 760 d

Taken from International Critical Tables
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In this equation

nd = index of dry air

f = partial pressure of H 0 (mam Hg)

Differentiating equation (4-ZZ ) we can find the value of all
af

a n K (4-Z3)

The shift of a line at the maximum wavelength end of the focal curve with

respect to its nominal slit position, assuming again the optical alignment

servo operating on a line in the center of the spectral band, is

Nm (X - X
v v

AS=RK af max avg (4- 4)
An

This equation can again be evaluated using the standard parameter values

plus

41 x 106 (mm Hg)-I

760

and

Af = 10 millimeter mercury

The last value is obtained as being a maximum change in partial pressure of

water vapor. The minimum is, of course, 0 millimeter mercury; the average.

15 millimeter mercury (for 23"C and 72 percent relative humidity); and the

maximum, about 120 millimeter mercury (55"C and 100 percent relative humidity)

The resulting shift is 4 0. 8 micron.
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refraclion c-in be neglecced. The International Critical Tables indicate

that doubling the normal amount of carbon dioxide (0,03 percent) in air
7

will increase the index by less than one part in 107. This compares with
7

a change of 92 parts in 10 for the anticipated pressure change from 0 to

10,000 feet altitude.

The effects of all the variables considered above are summarized in table

4-7. It is apparent that for a 50-micron entrance slit and 25-micron exit

slits that only the pressure change presents a problem. An optical adjustment

must be provided to compensate for altitude changes.

Table 4-7
Surm-.orv )f lrnvi ronmenti Chgns in Line Position

Shift of Line at X v
Relative to Line atrax

V~triabl. Rang.e of- Vri,)Lh. (microns) avg

Prs cssure [0 to 10,0)0 lcet altitude 4 13.7
tZP . -Z38 m g'Sg

Temptrature AT + 30'C + 2.2

Humidity (23'C and 72% RH to 55°C + 0.8
tand 100% RH

MNf M + 10 m fig,

partial pressure of wat, r

CO. Concentration negligible

4, 3, 6 Effect of Temperature, Pressure and Humidity on Line Position

i addition i% the divpersion shifts analyzed in paragraph 4 3 5 spectral

emission ines a:e altio displacel laterally when bu jected to the temperature,

pressure, and hmidity conditions specified in Exhibit "A" An analysis of

lateral shift on a 3400 A line iollows.
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Now

Nm X

SAn -

and

L E -a6T + P + - Af

where

f partial p;essure of water

P atmospheric pressure

T = temperature

Now for pressure variations only,

Nm )60 . va n
ap A2 aPAn

where

(n- llPo1-*

so that

&jn 
______-
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Therefore,

A -Nm X [ 0 ] AP

A no

and

AS RAG X (-P R AP (4-Z5)

Anr L 0

Substituting the same values used to evaluate equation (4- 11) and

X V = 3400 A ini this equation, the total pressure induced shift is found tov

be AS - 50 microns.

Cor.si(,:ririg the lateral shift of line position produced by temperature

v\triations only

A ---- ATadT

It has been assurned that slectiun of naterials in th spectrograph is

such 1h,,t

3T

Then

S0 Nm \ I,,k r,
v O(A n) Nm X A- _11-7r Ar A * ]

An AZ TnT
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This equatton can be evaluated using equations (4- 17, 4. 18, 4-15, and 4-11)

The result is

Nm X [ (n- 1) o

AS RAO + R6T -2-- A 2 ~A 0 qj

and

A S z R,&T -n v 1±) ( (4-26)
(I+aT) -

Substituting the parameters previously ised in equation (4- 19) and a %'atkie

of 340.0 A for X v the lateral shift produced by a 30*C temperature change

is AS ;; 6. 6 mic rons.

Finally considerirg humidity variations only

where
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Substituting equations (4-22 and 4-23) in this equation, the lateral shift

from humidity

A S- RO0

Nm X
RKaf (4-27)2

An

Substituting the parameter values previously used in equation (4-Z4) plus

3400 A for X , the humidity produced lateral shift is found AS = 3.05 microns.V

The total lateral shifts produced by environmental changes in the center

of the focal curve are summarized in table 4- 8. These shifts are completely

corrected by the optical alignment servo and hence indicate the range of

correction required of that servo.

Table 4-8
Summary of Environmental Changes in Line Position

(for 3400 A Line)

Variable Range of Variable Lateral Shift (microns)

Pressure f0 to 10.000 feet altitude 50
aP = -38 min HR

Temperature aT z t 300C 6.6

Humidity '.3*C and 72% RH to 55*C and
100% RH 3.05

Af * 4 10 n m Hg partial

pressore of water
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4. 3.7 Temperature Effects on Focus

Since all critical optical elements on the Rowland circle, entrance slit,

grating. and exit slits are connected together by means of a mechanical

structure, it is necessary to evaluate the performance of the structure over

the temperature extremes. In the following analysis, one assumption has

been made, that is, that the grating is thermally inert. This is a valid

assumption because the grating blank is made of fkused quartz which has

a thermdl coefficient of expansion of 0 .8h x 10i 6 inches per inch per -F.

Now considering a condition where the grating is fixed, and only the

entrance and exit slits are free to move (figure 4-11), the change in optical

path length can be expres.-d

AL b} - K (La + L b) at

whe re

K - line-r coefficiert of expansion

At temperature change

L distance from grating to exit slita

L b - distance fro. entrance slit to grating

No* if the optical head is machined and aligned at 80F the maximum

temperature rhange in either direction ts SO'F and %ith L a - 39 inchesa

and 1.b ; 36 inches and using It I x 10 b inche'i per inch per 'F.

&I.(ab )  0. 044 inch for a SO'F temperature change or a total out of

focus of 0 088 over the specified temperature range With an ,j'20 optical

system. this represents a A O.00Z-irch or A 50-micron emission line broad.

ening at the exit slit This linr bro~dening represents a ,ti.i.,r

energy tos -t ' pAragraph 7 4 t for detailed calcual,taons j
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Rowland circle diameter 39. 37 inches
Grating to exit slit distance 39. ) inches
Grating to entrance slit distance 36. 0 inches

Grating mount assembly
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4.3.8 Light Level

Since all direct reading spectrometers used for spectrochemical

analysis record relative rather than absolute energy, -the logic used to

show sufficient energy at the phototube'will be based on past experience.

It is to be shown that this energy with the Base Level Analyzer is at least

as great as that of current commercial oil analysis instrumentation and is

more than adequate.

The energy gathering-power of an optical system is the, f/number which

in the case of an optical spectrometer is the dietance from the grating to

the focal curve (approximately the radius of curvature of the grating)

divided by the mean aperture.

R
f/no.

A

where

2r 1/2

Therefore

f/no. R 1

where

W = width uf the ruled arca

H = height of the ruled area
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Now the energy ratio being diffracted by two gratings (1-meter

verstis 3-meter) at a particular wavelength, is the ratio of the square

of the f/numbers. This is assuming that the entrance optics and the

blaze of the grating are equally efficient. Therefore, comparing the

Pensacola Naval Air Station 3-meter f/4Z. 1 spectrometer with the

Base Level Analyzer I -meter f/22. 9, 1-meter system will gather

approximately 3.4 times as much energy per unit entrance slit height

as the 3-meter system.

Now the Pensacola system has a 22-millimeter entrance slit height

compared to the 8 millimeter used in the Base Level Analyzer, therefore

the total energy advantage of the 1-meter system is 23 percent.
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4.4 Radio Frequenc, Interference

Since the Base Level Analyzer contains two active spark gaps (broadband

radio frequency iadiator, considerable attention was addressed to the prob-

lem of making the design meet the requirements of MIL-I-26600 Class 11. A

review of all internal (Baird-Atomic) interference data was conducted and an

external literature search was made in order to determine the practiced state

of the art in spectrograph radio frequency interference suppression. All in-

formation gathered showed that no serious attempt had ever been made to

design, construct, or qualify a spectral emission instrument to MIL-I-26600.

It was therefore decided that a breadboard should be const-ucted and

subjected to the specified tests, so that design criteria could be established.

The breadboard was constructed using components that would most closely

approximate the final design (figure 4-12). These components were, with one

exception, layed out such that the excitation source could be completely en-

closed, the only. exception being the 12 kilovolt transformer primary. This

is shown diagramatically in figure 4-13. In order to minimize the capacity

coupling between the primary and secondary of the transformer a Faraday

shield plane was placed between them. This shield plane also acted as the

base plate of a fine mesh copper enclosure (figure 4-13). Since at frequencies

in excess of one gigacycle the attenuation of a copper mesh shield starts to

deteriorate. Provision was made to enclose the total breadboard, (including

copper mesh shield) in a further continuous galvanized steel enclosure, there-

by effecting double shielding. The steel enclosure was made large enough

to hold line suppression filters in the event that they were required. Both

shields (copper mesh and steel) were pierced so that adjustments could be

made to the control gap .and such that air could be ducted into the system

(figures 4- 14, 4-15, and 4-16).
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The configuration of the breadboard and the associated shields gave rise

to a test program based on progressive shielding, namely

a. Test of breadboard without shields or filters.

b. Test of breadboard with copper mesh shield and without filters.

c. Test of breadboard with both copper mesh and steel shields and without

filters.

d. Test of breadboard with all shields and filters.

All tests (both conducted and radiated) were performed to MIL-1-26600

Class III and were performed by Sanders Associates, Inc., Nashua, New

Hampshire (figure 4-17). It is to be noted that radiation tests to Class III

are more severe than to Class I by a factor of seven. The test results and

report prepared by Sanders are to be found in appendix B.

Tests showed that it is possible to design a Base Level Analyzer to

MIL-I-26600 Class II providing the following criteria are mr't.

a. All rAdiating sources must be double hielded and the exterl.al shield

must be both solid and continuous.

b. All external openings (windows, air ducts, etc. I must be shielded.

Note: It'is undesirable to have rectangular openings in the
outershield due to the possibility of wavelength
propagation.

c. Line suppression filters must be used and must have at least 70db

attenuation at 0. 11 megacycles.

d. Faraday shields must be placed between the primary and secondary

of all excitation source transformers,

e. Shielded cable and/or conduit must be used for all interconnections.

0
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f. The .equipment must be grounded with a solid 3- inch ground strap.

All of the above criteria have been met or exceeded in the subject design

and n~o interference problems are anticipated.
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5. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

5. 1 Capability

The Base Level Analyzer shall be capable cf routinely detecting trace
9

elements ;n lubricating oil over the range of concentrations specified for each

element in table 5-I. The equipment will discriminate in respect to the ten

elements -- iron, lead, tin, silver, copper, chromium, nickel, silicon,

magnesium, and iluminum.

5. 2 Accuracy

The accuracy of the instrument shall be such that the deviation from the

average measured amount of any spccified element present in the Standard

ReferenLe Specimen shall not exceed the limits set forth in table 5-1. The

deviation (D) is expressed in !he following tormula.

Id I  d ....
2dl0

D 10

where the ditereflces )f the ten atalvses from the average measured value

d(average) are shown as d through d and the average amuint of an element.

d(average). c',ntained n a Standard Hetervnce Specimen is expressed

Vhere da thrciugh dal 0 arc the astual meaisured valuet c1 t he element as dis-

played on the Base Level Analyier readt.
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5. 2. 1 Standard Reference Sample

The Standard Reference Sample shall be prepared by the contractor a.d

shall be formulated (using 7808 oil as a base) in accordance with National

Bureau Standards Nomograph 54 and shall contain contaminant levels of 8, 20,

50. 100,.200, 300, 400, and 500 parts per million up to the maximum level

of each element as specified in table 5-1.

5. 2. 2 Temperature Range

The accuracy specified in paragraph 5.2 shall not be exceeded over a

temperature range of 32*F to 130'F.

5. 3 Configuration

The configuration of the Base Level Analyaer shall conform to figure 3-2.

5.3. 1 Size

The dimensions of the equipment (ncluding transit case) shall not exceed

the following"

Height 71 inc hes maximum

Width 2 inches ni.iximunt

De).th 40 Inches m..imuan

S. 3. 2 eih

The weight o't the equipment (including tranit cAse) shall not exceed

I100 pounds.

5. 4 E:xternal Connettiu.is

The equipment shall require only the follmi'ng external tonnections:

a. Electrical Power

h Exhaust Gas Ducttg

c. Ground Connection

d. Inczoming Air Duct (Note.only %hen there iq a local explosion hasard)

e. Electrical Readout S gnal to Auxiliary Equipment
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5.4. 1 Electrical Power

The equipment shall operate from

a. Single phase 60-cps, 115 volts 1 10 percent

b. Single phase 50 cps, 235 volts.* 10 percent

Peak power brnall not exceed 4000 watts.

5.5 Readout

The equipment shall have two readouts; one visual, the other electrical.

5.5. 1 Visual Readout

The visual readout shall be a 3-digit Nixie display and (for 7808 oil only)

shall present the analysis of the contimant directly in parts per million. The

readout will be directly under the control of the operator by means of a front

panel switch.

5.5.2 Electrica. Readout

The electrical readout shali be a 10-line (9 wires plus ground) 9-bit parallel

binary output. Each active line shall be capable of feeding a 10, 000-ohm load.

The output level shall be 0 to + 10 volts where zero volts is logic "zero" and

+ 10 volts is logic "one."The readout will be directly under the control' of the

operator by means of a front panel switch.

5.6 Maintenance Manhours

Based on a quantitative prediction, the maintenance manhours shall not

exceed 0. 04 of the operating hours where the total operating hours equals

3000.

5.7 Reliability

The Mean Time Between Failure shall not be less than 150 h,',rs and the

reliability shall not be less than 0. 9989 for a 10.-minute operating use period

over a total of 3000 operating hours.

5-4
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5.8 Electromagnetic Interference

The analyzer shall conform to the requirements of MIL-1-26600 Class II.

5. 9 Environmental Conditions

The analyzer shall meet MIL-T-21200 Class III and shall conform to the

requirements of the sheltered equipment category as specified in MIL-STD-810.

5, 10 Safety

Provision for the safety of personnel shall be incorporated to the maximum

extent possible with regard to anticipated operating conditions and capability

of operating personnel.
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76, SYSTEM DESIGN

-6. 1 General

As discussed in parIaraph 4. 1 the Base Level Analyzer is comprised of

three major systems (figure 3-3).

a. The Optical Head Assembly

b. Excitation Source and Power Control System

c. Electronic Signal Processing System

The purpose of this section is to discuss in detail the design of each major

system showing the rationale for choosing a partic, ar design. the functional

operation of the design, and tl'o method of implementation.

In addition, this section contains a description of the mechanical design

which shows the mechanical interrelation of the three major systems.

6. 1. 1 Optical IHead Assembly

As discussed in section 4, the optical head assembly (figure 6- 1) contains

six functional systerrrs as follows.

a. Main Optical System

b. Servo Monitor System

c. Tilt-Normal Subsystem

d. Focus Servo System

e. Sample Stand Assembly

f. Relay Network and Integrator Subassembly

It is to be noted that item (f) is not in itself a complete system and that it

has only been included in this assembly because of its physical location. It

is, in fact, a functional part of the electronic signal processing system and

its relation to that system will be discussed in paragraph 6. 1. 3.
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6. 1. 1. 1 Main Optical System -- The main optical system is illustrated

schematically (figure 6-2). It consists of:

a. Source or Analytical Gap

b. Entrance Optics

c. Entrance Slit

d. Concave Grating

e. Focal Plane and Exit Slits

f. Folding Mirrors and Phototubes

6. 1. 1. 1. 1 Entrance Optics -- The analytical gap, where the oil is excited,

has an effective size, when viewed by the entrance optics of 6 millimeters in

width by 3 millimeters in height. The radiation from this source is picked

up by the entrance (or condenser) lens and directed into the spectrometer

proper. A concave mirror located behind the analytical gap reimages the gap

on itself in the manner common to film projectors and gives more energy and

more uniform distribution of the energy.

The condenser lens is designed and its location chosen to fill the entrance

slit uniformly with energy from the analytical gap. and with a minimum loss.

The most efficient optical system can do no more than fill te entrince slit

with the brightness, or steradiancy, of the source, minus transmittance and

reflectanc.e losses. In other words, when viewed from any point on the grating,

the entrance slit should appear uniform in intensity along its length and this

intensity shotld be equal to the maximum intensity of the source, minus un-

avoidable transmittance and reflectance losses. In this situation, the total

energy entering the system is proportional to the open area of the slit.

The two general approaches to accomplishing this are:

a. Image analytical gap directly on the entrance slit

b. Image the analytical gap onto the aperture of the grating
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When the analytical gap is imaged directly on the entrance slit, the

energy getting through the slit is limited to a thin vertical section of the

source because the edge@ of the slit act as a field stop and cut out radiation

coming from any portion of the gap that is not on the center line. In a vArti-

cal direction, the area of maximum radiance is limited to the portion of the

length of the slit covered by the image of the source. If the irdaging system

is I to 1, this limits the effective slit length to 3 millimeters. This limita-

tion can be overc'ome by increasing the magnification of the condenser system

to fill the full slit height. However, this takes an increasing amount of space.

Another important disadvantage is the fact that no radiation is received

that originates in areas of the source that are not on the optical axis. There-

fore, the total energy measured by the system is not a good average of the

radiation over the entire area of the gap.

Now. if the analytical gap is imaged onto the aperture of the grating, the

entrance slit is uniformly tilled ;along . - length. and in addition, the energy

rreasured by the system ins integrated over the entire area of the source gap.

'r this reiason. imaging of the gap ou the grating aperture was selected as

the optimum method of ;lit illumination fotr the Nnalyzer.

Uhe cotdenser lens (B) is designed and lotated to throw an image of the

3 x t indlliniter dualytical ga) onto the 30 x 50 millimeter ruled area of the

grating. The image is magnified by 7 5 imaking the image 22 5 x 45 milli-

meter, ;or slightly tmaller than the ruled area ot the grating. Thu permits

a imall amosnt of image wander duie to inherent instability of the flame in the

arc gap without loss of energy when the image overlaps the edge of the grating

aperture.

6. 1. I. 1. 4 I Sirk's Focus -- In a system ,herr both entrante %nd exit slit*

are located on the Rowland trirte, the imge of the entrance slit ts brought to

a sharp focu*i at the exit alt in the p)ane of the R,, I1i It trule. However,
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since the image of the entrance slit, as seen in the image plane where the

exit slits lie, is astigmatic, the slit image is astigmatic or stretched out

vertically and comes to focus vertically in a different plane. In order to

make an object come to focus vertically at the exit slit, it is necessary to

place it behind the entrance slit at a point known as Sirk's focus. Objects

placed at Sirk's focus will come to focus vertically at the exit slit location

on the Rowland circle, but will be out of focus horizontally.

The location of Sirk's focus can be calculated from the formifla;

S = R 1c)s Acos A - sin B tan B- sA

where

R = radius of curvature of concave grating

A = angle of incidence, measured from grating nurmal

B = angle of dispersion, measured from grating normal

S -- distance from Sirk's focus to entrance slit

It is Rumetimeb desirable to locate the (ondenter lens uf the eittanm e

optical ststm at S;rk's tot us, Ahere the lent. aperture ,s'. lot us ut t.hr ext

slit. and the lens : ot an- ninvi- sire. -Iioever, t-on dlribie ,Pace L.an be

saved by moving the lens % o.,er to the entrant.,, .lt iliti liJktg it large ensikih

so that the exit slit .Aprture is 4till coiipletelv filled by th ,ut-o -t',i us :sag,.

of the ,'tndrten er lens. Sint P there it no proitlem in de s ignmng a len4 ni sitl*

ckeesit al rt ire, the ronienser lhth. o- thaa tlesign a I .I .-ttd ',.mr'V\h.tt lt)e r

to the entrmtu e iit than Strh' S h01 ..

t)',t



6. 1. 1. 1. Z Grating -- The diffraction grating to be used inthe Base Level

Analyzer design is a concave grating of 1-meter radius of curvature with

1666. 7 grooves per millimeter. The angle of the blaze is 16"48' or a blaze

wavelength of 3430 A.

The blaze wavelength is defined as that wavelength which is most eficientCy

diffracted into the first order. This efficiency is routinely 50 percent of the

incident energy. The one meter radius of curvature and 1666. 7 grooves per

millimeter result in a linear reciprocal dispersion of 6. 0 A per millimeter.

This dispersion along with a 50-micrun entrance-25-micron exit slit combina-

tion produces.a wavelength separation bf 0. 225 A.

The grating will be a replica on fused quartA and the ruled area %ill be

30 x 50 square millimeters. A fused quartz grating substrate has been selected

becaube ,t its low thermal expansion caefficier.t The diffraction grating will

be ruled by Bausch and 1.omb Incorporated.

6. 1. 1. 1 1 Methaiiival Configuration - The most vital mechanital aspect of

the spectrometer design is that, over the range ot spe.itied environmental

t.lidituris, there be minumn ditnensi,,nal And angwiar shift between the

entran.e shit. grating. and exit .,lt rherefore. "he prime function of the

optit at Head Housing is a, p r ovide a dhrec;i',irty st-Able .ase for the optical

elemento,. Other impo rtant requirement, are that 1 lbe a light-tight ent lopure

and a reasonably air-tight %,)mpartment, tur |kmit,1, ot rol

Thrse requi rements di% tated thAt the , ,ontigurat.ori .-I the hoivsng Ie that of

an irregularly shaped tab'lar %t ruttcwre - ith .& rhbdbr i,.t.e having the mint-

mum envelope required tv eut 1,,-%e the ,ptit at path (Wagores t,-4. t,- I. and 6.4).

This tonlilgtration ensiarei, maximum (latne-s atid t,,.rqo1ial rigidity. In otn-

.siderang the material to be used in the design, there are many trade-utfs. not

the leaqi being the method of tabrtation rTw, oltvious methds ,of fabrication

are eliment and castisig
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A weldment was rejected on the basis that, with this size of housing, it would

be difficult to achieve complete stress relief of the residual stresses caused by

welding thereby compromising dimensional stability. Casting on the other.

hand does not present this problem. From a cost consideration point of view,

the tooling required for welding generally equals the pattern cost for an equiva-

lent casting, further the fabrication times for both processes are esseatially

the same.

In selecting the material from which the casting will be fabricated, the most

important considerations are thermal, that is, thermal conductivity and ther-

mal expansion. Conductivity is of great importance since materials having

a low figure of thermal conductivity can produce large angular shifts due to

differential heating. A low coefficient of expansion is desirable to reduce

dimensional shifts. Additional considerations are that the material must have

low density for weight reduction and musrbe castable. The materials con-

sidered were:

a. Magnesium

b. Iron

c. Aluminum

Magnesium was rejected due to difficulties in casting and machining. Iron

on the other hand is perfectly reasonable in these respects, but presents

major weight problems due to the fact that the minimum wall thickness that

can-be cast is 3/8 inch. This would result in a housing having a weight of

400 to 500 pounds. Aluminum was therefore chosen as the optimum material,

the particular grade of aluminum being A 356.

The most significant design feature of the base of the housing is that the

focal curve is cast with the base and is actually machined on the casting instead

of being attached as a separate piece, as is frequently the case. This greatly

reduces the optical alignment complexity and time. It is closely referenced

in machining to the grating and entrance slit reference surfaces, thereby
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taking advantage of the precision control achievable in machining to attain" the

highly critical alignment measurements. Other critical mounting surfaces

machined on the base are the sample stand mount surface, mounting surface

for the entrance slit,servo and, focus mechanism, and optical element mounts.

The design is such that all machining operations may be accomplished with

standard equipment.

Access doors are provided at three.pcints and are designed to have minimum

effect on the structural rigidity. These doors utilize both radio frequency

interference and fluid gaskets.

In order to minimize the imposition of external stresses on the housing,

it is attached to the main console structure by means of a three point mount

(figure 3-3). Thermal isolators are provided between the housing and the main

structure to reduce therrnL conduction effe,'ts

6. 1. 1. 1..1 Grating Mount -- The function of the gratilng mount is to provide

both a stable base arid tne necessary pre(ision adjustments that must be made

to the grating in order to align the 'ptical system. There are three independent

adjustment's that must be made to the grating during alignment; these are pitch,

roll, and yaw. In addition, an adjustment that provides limear displacement

-,.,ng the mean dispersion angle is requ-red it, '-,&er to compensate for pres-

sure changes,

The first mount design konsidt.red was the rr ci used kinematic mount.

This, however, has two major disadvantages:

a. It is not sufficiently rugged to withstand the specified shock and vibra-

tion.

b. All the required adjustmeut motions art interdependent resulting i

omnplex alignment.

6-I
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6.1.1.2 Servo Monitor System

6. 1. 1.2. 1 General - - As discussed in the optical analysis paragraph 4. 3. 6,

there is a spectral line shift due to temperature, pressure, and humidity.

The total amount of this shift can be of the order of 60 microns under the

worst environmental conditions and can amount to * 100 microns if mechani-

cal stress and differential heating are considered. Since this degree of line

shift results in gross inaccuracies it is necessary to provide an automatic

correction system in the design, namely the servo monitor system. This

system will have the capability of providing a * 100 micron correction range

with a * 500 micron acquisition range and an accuracy of * I micron.

The monitor system will only operate between sample burns and will be

disconnected during the burn period thus precluding any interference problems.

A visual readout will be provided to indicate the amount of line correction be-

ing used and to allow the operator to set the monitor system such that it is

operating over the * 100 micron control range. The system operates in the

following manner. Light is emitted from an a-c operated monitor reference

source (mercury vapor lamp) which is located at Sirk's focus, as caILulated

for the 3126A mercury line. The light passes through a cylindrical lens, is

reflected 90 degrees by means of an electrically actuated 45-degree folding

mirror, and is then transmitted through the rest of the optical system, as

though it had originated at the analytical gap (figure 6-6). At the grating the

mercury light is diffracted, causing characteristic spertrum lines ot mercury

to appear on the focal curve.

Because the reference source is a-c operated, there will be two glow re-

gions hat are excited on alternate half cycles of the 60-cps line voltage.

These glow areas are confined to the ends of the tungsten filaments. At the

3126A line location on the focal curve, the two glow areas of the source are

in focus and separated vertically (Sirk's focus). Therefore, the upper section

of the focal curve receives light from one glow area during one half cycle and

the lower section receives light from the other glow region during the next half

cycle. 6-14
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A special offset exit slit is placed on the focal curve to accommodate

spatially modulated mercury light. The upper opening of the offset slit passes

half the 3126 A spectrum line's top portion while half of the spectrum line's

lower portion is passed by the lower opening of the offset slit.

As long as this alignment of spectrum line and offset slit is maintained, a

photomultiplier tube placed behind the offset slit "sees" equal amounts of

light on each half cycle, and the tube's output current contains no a-c com-

ponent with the same frequency as the mercury vapor lamp supply (figure 6-7).

If an optical misalignment causes the mercury line to move laterally, ho. -

ever, more light from one half.cycle will strike the phototube. Light striking

the tube during the other half cycle %%ill be diminished. The differente in

light intensities on alternating cycles causes an a-t cumponent to flow in the

phototube circuit (figure 6- 8 ). This signal is amplified by a phase-sensitive

servo amplifier and causes the servo motor to rotate d trantparent. reiractce

deflector plate %hich optically shifts the entrance slit laterally until the 6 0-Lpe;

photomultiplier output is driven to --era. The calcium fluoride plate is restated

about an axis parallel to the length of the entrance slit.

In the design of such a servu monitor, three areas are of extreme import -

ance.

a. Choice of Reference Line

b. Mlaterial used in the Deflet tr Plate

c. Differential Light Output Characteristics of the Giu%% Areas, n the

Mercury VApor Reference Source

Note: Areas (a) and (h) Are intimately related
and will be dist usted together.
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6. 1. 1. 2.2 Deflector Plate -- As previously mentioned. the apparent

lateral shift of the entrance slit (as "seen" by the offset exit slit) is accom-

plished optically by rotating an essentially plane parallel plate of transparent

refracting material about an axis parallel to the length of the entrance slit,

such that the mercury light from the monitor reference source passes through

it. In actuality, the deflector is not a true plane parallel plate because one

surface has a 3-degree %edge angle with respect to the other parallel side,

thus preventing an image of the entrance slit from falling on the grating. How-

ever, for the purpose of this discussion, the plate will be regarded as plane

and parallel (figure 6-9 ). Now the amount of displacement d is relat, to

the angle of rotation 0, the index of refraction n. and the thickness, t. by the

formula

d n t tan e' sin (e - 0') (6-1)
sin 0

Sint-& the lateral displacement d is dependent on the index of refraction of the

material it is desirable to use a material %hose index is niform over the

2203 A to 400 A wavelength range. Three materials meet the requirements

ol osiifornt udex and tran.,parency.

a. l.ithium Fluoride

b. Calcium Fluoride

c. Quartz

Lithium fluoride ij however unacceptable due to the fact that it discolors upon

ultraviolet radiation, thus reducing the material -hoace to either (b) or (.).

Asouming 0 equals 5 degrees and d equals 100 microns and subttituting

the appropriate index values at 3Z00 A into equation (6- 1 ). the ri-quired thtc-,-

ness of quartz is ). S millimeters Ahile that of calcium fluoride is 3. #04 milli-

meters. Now since the index of buth materials varies with wavelength. it is

necessary to plot displacement, d. against %avelenglth to establish the possible

displacement errors over the wavelength range f! interest (figure 6- 10).
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From this graph it can be seen that calcium fluoride is much less wave-

length dependent that quartz and will therefore give less error over the band.

Further consideration of the graph show that the 3126 A mercury line is a

suitable choice for the reference line since it mirimizes the displacement

errors (2. 6 microns) over the spectral range of interest and lies approxi-

mately in the center of the spectrum.

6. 1. 1.2. 3 Monitor Source Balancing -- As the monitor ,,ervo system oper-

ates on a light amplitude comparison and balance techniqut, it is important

that all differential gain or amplitude changes be kept to a minimum. This is

especially important in the case of the mercury vapor lamp where any differ-

ential light omitput change in the two glow areas can cause an offset error in

the servo alignment.

With all filamentary vapor lamps, it is possible to get both differential

intensity and positional changes due to aging and heating. A light output bal-

ancing circuit (figure 6-11) has therefore been included in the design to main-

tain glow balance thus improving accuracy and decreasing maintenance.

By means of a beam splitter, a portion of the mercury light aimed at the

servo monitor offset slit is directed to a photomultiplier via a 1000-micron

wide exit slit. The photomultiplier monitors the mercury light and detects

the relative intensities of the glov, regions. The output of the photomultiplier

then passes through a phase detector. If the two glow regions are of equal

intensity, the output of photom'ultiplier is as in A (figure 6-12) and the phase

detector output is zero. However, if one glow region is brighter than the

other, the output is as in B (figure 6- 12). The phase detector provides a

positive d-c output if the detected signal is in phase with the reference and a

negative outpit for an out of phase signal. The d-c signal is amplified in a

differential amplifier and fed back to the lamp filament. The output of the d-c

amplifier adds to one half of the a-c filament drive and subtracts from the

other half offsetting the difference in glow intensities (tigure 6-12).
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6.1. 1.2.4 Servo Amplfier and Drive -- The electromechanical intercon-

nection of the servo monitor system is shown in figure 6-13. Due to both the

low output level of the photomultiplier and the high input level required to

drive the Kearfott amplifier, it has been found necessary to include a pre-

amplifier in the design. Because there are no qualified preamplifiers com-

mercially available that meet the design requirements, this unit will be con-

structed by Baird-Atomic. A schematic oi 'he preamplifier is shown in

figure 6-13.

With the exception of the preamplifier, standard "off-the-shelf" hardware

will be used throughout.

6. 1. 1. 2. 5 Servo Monitor Mechanisms -- The folding mirror is activated

through a total travel of 45 degrees by a Ledex rotary solenoid. It is a 2-

position operation limited by precision adjustment mechanical stops. The

position accuracy is designed \%ithin 0 0001 inch. O erride ,rcr the solenoid

is provided by a torsion spring coupling between solenoid and mirror shaft.

The calcium fluoride deflection plate is activated by a Kearfott size 18

servo motor with integral 3230:1 stepdown gearhead.

A maximum travel of * 25 degrees is provided (captolre range) and is read

out in microns by a Veeder Root . ounter driven by the other end of the motor

shaft. In order to achieve a readout of the slit image at the focal curve in

microns a speed increase is provided between the motor and counter. This

is a simple spur gear with a ratio of 1:2. 23. The readout accuracy achieved

is better than 99. 9 percent. Backlash effect frumi the gearhead is eliminated

by torsion spring loading the detlector plate shaft. F'his is accomplished

through "flex-pivots" %hich also serve as bearings.
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6.1. 1. 3 Tilt-Normal Subsystem--A tilt-normal subsystem has been included

in the optical head design in order to provide an easy yet foolproof optical cali-

bration and check function. The subsystem is based on the principle of intro-

ducing a preset and accurately controlled amount of shift of the 3650A mercury

line in the image plane. The consequent misalignment of the line image with

its exit slit causes the associated photomultiplier output signal to drop to some

predetermined known ratio of the original photomultiplier output level. In the

event that the ratio is more than a specified predtterm,-ned level it is known

that the 3650A line, and hence the entire spectrum, has shifted (figure 6-14).

The subs stern itself produces neither the magnitude nor sense of the mis-

alignment just a visual indication that there is indeed misalignment. However,

absolute valu(s of optical shift can be determined if the subsystem is used in

conjunction with the servo monitor system, Veeder Root readout and the

lateral grating m, nt adjustment This is achieved by rotating the grating

about its vertical axis. first in one direction and then in the other. One

direction will increase the tilt-normal ratio while the other will decrease

it, thereby prov\iding sense. The m ig nitude is provided in a similar method.

As the gratin, is rot'ated the servo monitor on the 3126A line correct's the

cai unM fILuT' irid deflector pl ate' 'he Veeder Root counter indic ites direc-

tly in microns the ,,mount of (orrection introduced in ujrder tu restore the

tilt normal ratio to its specified value " !iis subsystem is therefore capable

of providing a precise chek on the ovei-ill optics including the servo The

fzniticnal schemnatiL is shown in ti. ure 6-15.

F'L ii6OA intlCtry line is priduc ed by the servo monitor reference source

anl A.as 0, sen bocousu (it its high intensity and the fact that it lay on the

0o1+0-t' ,ide of tlit, in eari (1spersi-in angle to that of the 31" A servo monitor

line, th'reby providing a check anlbalance on the servo monitor at the longer

wa V0 I V 11.hS
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The shift of the 3650A line is achieved by rotating a plane parallel quartz

plate through an angle of 3 degrees resulting in a 25-micron shift. The thick-

ness'of the plate is derived from

I sin 0
n tan 0' sin (6 - 0')

where

-- 0. 025 millimeters

3 degrees (0. 0524 rads)

0' = angle of reflected ray

n = 1. 47456 (at 3650A)

therefore

t - 1. 47 millimeters

The quartz plate is mounted just in front of the focal curve and is actuated

by means of a Ledex solenoid. The tvo limit positions of the plate are con-

trolled by precision adjustment mechanical stps. Solenoid override in pro-

vided by torsion spring coupling.

6.1.1.4 Foctis Servo System

6. 1. 1.4. 1 General -- As previously mentioned in paragraph 4. 3. 7 there is a

0. 044 inch change in exit image focal point due to expansion and contraction

of the opt& ;al base over the specifieft * %0'F temperature range Change-- oi

this magnitude can re-ilt in considerable system inaccuracy. The first ap-

proach to the solution of this problem was to temperature stabilAte the entire

optical head assembly by means of electrtal heating elements. rho maximum

operating temperature of the system ( 30'F) %as set as the working temperatire

of the optical head. thus eliminating the need for a cooling system.
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A preliminary thermal ar.alysis was performed resulting in figure 6-16.

When this data was reviewed in the light of total system performance there

appeared to be many major disadvantages to the technique.

a. Warm-up time of the system was excessive.

b. Power requirements were increased

I. ife ,f components in the optical head was reduced.

d. The photomultiplier tubes woild be continually used in a degraded

condition thereby limiting systcm at c uracy.

e. Added complit ation to alignizient proceduires

01 the basis of this analysis. ths design approach was discarded.

A second approach based upon optiial refoctusing techniques proved to have

none of the previous disadvantages "1he principle ot this approach is as

follows. If a plane parallel transparent plate is placed in a beam of light

,,miin from a point, P. as shown, tht apparent plane tron which the rays

are tomin will be sl;fte hv -efraction. P' (figi re ,-17).
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If the index of refraction of the inaterial is n, the distance, d, by which the

point is shifted optically is related to the plate thickness by the formula:

d "t i

Table 6-1

Value for r n--

2265A 25"3A 3020A 3650A 4340A

Quartz 0.34344 0.3350 0.3278 0.3218 0.318Z9

Calcium
Fluoride 0. 32324 0. 31739 0. 31225 0.30802 0.30554

A method of physically implementing this technique is by utilizing two

wedges where one is fixed and the other is movable (figure 6-18).

5322-FR-84

Figure 6-18. Focus Srvo Optic'al System

By cliding thi iong wedge along its hypotenuse, the length of the optical

path is continuously variable. Since the entrance and exit faces are pt r-

pendicular to the optical axis, no lateral displacement will take place at
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these surfaces. However, there is refraction at the internal surfaces of the

wedges, the amount of which is dependent on the separation distance and the

wavelength. This effect can, however, be neglected if the separation is main-

tained constant and if the exit slits are correctly set to accommodate the con-

stant offset.

By the simple expedient of driving the long wedge from a temperature-

dependent 10-step, open loop servo focus can be maintained This technique

has the advantage of precision while being insensitive to lateral motion.

6. 1. 1. 4.2 Focus Servo Optics--Since the amount of optit-,l shift introduced

is wavelength dependent, (see table 6-1) it is desirable to use a material

which has the least amount of dispersion. For this reason calcium fluoride

has been selected. To minimize further the effects of dispersion the focus

will be corrected exactly for a wavelength such that the chromatic focusing

error is equally divided at the position of maximum correction. To find this,

take a value of

L 1  0. 314

or the median value Using the formula

This becones:

dI~ _ 0. 088
t - 1- 03.014 z 0 281 inchn1 - 1 0. 314

This is the amount of calcium ilhioride which must be added between the

entranc#. slit and the grating to shift the focus of the entrance slit by 0. 088
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The angle, a, is determined by the length of travel of the wedge:

tsina a

For mechanical reasons, the travel, , has been set at 2 inches. Therefcre,

0.281sin a =- 0. 1405
2

8" 4 6,

Since the fixed wedge must be 0 500 inch in length to cover the length of the

entrance slit, the minimum th-,-.t -ss is:

0.5 x tan 8 ° 4.6' = 0 ' "

An additional 0. 080 inch has been added for mechanical strength at the

thin end of the wedge to avoid a fragile section.

The total thickness now becomes

Minimum 0. 152

At 0.281

Maximum 0.433

6. 1. 1. 5 Sample Stand Assembly -- Contained in this assembly are the

analytical and auxiliary gaps whiclI comprise the Michigan Tandem air gap.

The gaps are located in a cast aluminum housing and are positioned one above the

other with the analytic'al gap being on top. Figure 6- 19 . Separating the gaps

is a sheet metal baffle which prevents light from the auxiliary gap c'ntering

the analytical optical system and ilso reduces the velocity of the air passing

over the analytical gap. The air supply used to stabilize the auxiliary gap

enters through the bottoni of the housing and is directed up through the analyti-

cal gap to scavenge toxic fumes which are ducted out through the top of the

I-Nusing aay from the operator. The analytical gap utilizes the 3tandard
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Baird-Atornit gap setting device. After each run, the rotating electrode and

fixed electrode are replaced. Once the new electrodes are in place, $imply

by pressing a lever, the correct gap spacing is set. The auxiliary gap spacing,

and hence the breaks per half cycle, are adjusted by means of a shaft coming

outside of the housing and connected to a control knob on the front of the con-

sole.

The door by which sarnpleq ire pla.ed in the analytical gap also allows

access for servicing the auxiliary gap. Located in the door are two shielded

vindow.s for viewing the gaps during operation. The door is fitted with radio

frequeint y interference and humidity control gasketing. To prevent radio

frequency ,t, rference from radating to the internal electronics, the separa-

tion bet%\eeii the source housing and th. cabinet is sealed with a flexible

metallic boot. The use ot d flexible boot eliminates the need for close align-

rnent of the optlial bead koth the cabinet during assemuly and prevents any

incrhatnnal trv,. es betiig ,;et up |eim.ltt i the optik al head and the cabintt

]'he ;,)tirce assonihly is bolted t- ,he ,,ptital heaii and thermally isolated

from it t re\'nt fenIpe ratit re gradienits affect nig the optical alignmient of

tile e sti'. : V 0., al and .vb t nttS f or lining up the analytti al gap

with the ent rati% t ,ptt.s ,trv ,:1 ,rp,,rated into the hotusl1ig.

In add titi'ti tow the 1ap1 , lhe stmiple ,,taild housin g i , tains t%%o optital

t 0111poli lit , 11.knit.Iv the ..1. .Ille ry m. rror tintl the ent ratice eui. both of

tL:s , cleinvzo. trv prote te.t ir ",n .I s.p-ter by a tpi.vrt \mido%.. These

i l de itt, tl , , awd art evabtlv rvm.,. v te fir periodic , |eaning

The prot dure or preparlgt . .mtlhpl. :,)r analyst. i- a tulow a:

a l"ill a t lean tvcrantit ),,at th the saample nil

b Plat e the 1w I on the .;tmplt" st.,tid. ,

c Slide the .arnple %tand tkp h tnl it is against the stop, ,hibLl 1i5 set to

position the rotatig elet t rt'de At the proper depth in the Al.
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6. 1. 1.6 Relay Netvwrk and Integrator Assembly -- The energy derived ,

from the radiant energy in vac.h spectral line is sufficient to cause emission

of electrona from the photoemissive Surfaces of the photomultiplier tubes.

Ho%%ever, a fraction of the total pi-otorultiplier output current is due toI

dark-current and may 1.) signif.. ant at the Itoier concent ration levels. This

dark-current is very much a function of the operating temperature of the tube

and it is, therefore, desirahle t,) sepa~rate this (lark-current from the signal

current. It is, furthermore, als ( net esary tto measure the average signal

current in order to redut e the effekt t f short term instability in the sour e.

Both functions are obtained bN. irtegri .,n whic h is a CCOnipli sled by storing a

charge on a high piahtv (apd ,tor.

The c barge tu~aribution dte- t. i t ht dark cur reiit is (ancecued out ! y re -

versing the capa( itor and integratingri the dark-kurrutit over the sanic interval

as the exposu re I-ri-d Iii orde'r i( ave rage tiut mvy iariationw in the (lI rk-

cuirrent during the 54itolv Wi ry pe riojd, it is iw.e v~sra rv to repeat the reversali

sevral timnes. Siie the btrat tim a~s determined !V sa lpl ig the voltage kin

the referent.e , apactir, jwe arak rap!h h. L .1. 1), the turn off time vtuqt

nrecqm ri lv -. ctir -wt-vw tivve Ow ''~te period. F~igu re 6.- 20 illut*

trates the prto, v s of nit-g~rat az 4iA ell~tdirk - ur rent tarnella o it. ITtile r anvrmis~l

co~d iti ti-s the rat,! i~atb %k It be t.. rim mtud iti nt ht iddle At the Ia A e xpooire

periAd A qtw k glanet vat t agur rt .- 20) reveals that in torde r tio rtA-an, on the

ave rage. t niplete k at41elluot S the' dairk -'urrent. the pro; e-4-% twist begun

* it h d.Ark- tearrent rfub raet 131n or huane hailt (Ol d VApsosarv periewi Iit~*- buri

titme I's I' R'then

TI ON -I) I'

he re

T the expw.~ure 1.wriavd

N the numoer of rever als
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In a practical system, the transition times are finite and since the exposure

period should be large compared \vith the transition times, there is an upper

limit to the number of reversals. This system is designed for N = 6 and T 0
o

2 seconds. Therefore,

T R m 22 seconds

At the end of this period, the integrating capacitor must be disconnected from

the pliotomultiplier tube to prevent further integration of dark-current.

Perfect integration by a capacitor is only possible if there is no leakage.

Ary shunt conduc-tance will result in an error in the output voltage. If the

time constant, T, of the integrator can be kept high enough so that the radiaLion

time is small compared to it, the error cL.n b; approximated by a linear term

2
t

Using a high quality capacitor vith a time constant of 25, 000 seconds and
-11

assuming an additional shunt conductance of 3 x 10 mhos, this error will

be approximately 4. 2 millivolts. Second order effect are completely negli-

gible. Since the deviation from perfect integration over the range of interest

can be very well approximated by a linear term, this is easily compensated

for by adjusting the system gain.

In order to maintain a low leakage conductanCe, the switching networks

must ne.essari be relay networks. The relays choscn are hermetically

sealed in subminiature crystal cans. Figure 6-21 shows a schematic of the

relay network and integrator. The 10-element channels and the one reference

channel are built on two printed cir, uit boi.rds and these two boards and two

unity gain amplifiers are packaged in one humidity sealed can shown in figure

6-22. The photumultiplier tubes are connected 'o the respective integrators

through miniature, low-noise coaxial cables,
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See figure 6-35.

Figure 6-22. Enclosures, Relays and Amplifiers
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6. 1. 2 Excitation Source and Power Control

A block diagram of the power distribution system is shown in figure 6-23

with all switches in their off position. rhe photomultiplier supply switch

S12 and the monitor servo switch S2! are normally closed so that the photo-

multiplier tubes and the monitor servo are working normally as long as the

main circuit breaker is closed. it is desirable to maintain the high voltage

a( ross the photomultipliers so as to) improvs- the aging characteristics of

the tubes. An elapsed time indicator is located in the photomultiplier power

branch sh:)wing the total tit'ne that the equipment has operated.

When the analyzer is turned off, three vents are closed to prevent humid

air from entering the system. 'hese tents are opened by the motors, Bl,

BZ, and B3, as soon as the power switch is turned on. Power is supplied to

the system, however, if and only if all three vents are completely open. A

ready light indicates when the vents have opened. The load current is

carried by a set of relay contacts on KI which is activated by three normally

open limit switches on ihe vents. Any one of the ten access panel interlocks

may remove power to the system, but only three particular high voltage inter-

locks will turn off the photornultipli, rs.

Unregulated power is supplied to the disc electrode m,otor, the scope, and

the blower motor after the temperature inside the analyzer reaches a pre-

determined temperature. Regulated power is supplied to the servo merctiry

lamp and to all the electronic power supplies through another ON-OFF switch

S20. Regulated power is further supplied to the high voltage supply for the

source through the contacts of relay, K2. 'rhis relay may be activated by a

source setup swa itch for the purpose of adjusting the number of breaks per

half c y',.-l 'ithout having to turn on the electronics. I'he program timer will

also control this relay. If the electronic te;1 switcLh is opened, the electronics

will function normally withuut power to the source.
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When the power "OFF" switch is pressed, power is inmediately removed

iro i the operatioial system but is. continued to be supplied to the three vent

motors through normally closed limit switches. These motors will now close

the vents again and then turn themselves off.

Other functions indicated on tre dr- .ing are line filters, photomultipliers,

tilt-normal, monitor servo, souJrce and reference Ledex, and program timer

and control. Since all these functions have been discussed thoroughly in other

paragraphs, they will not be covered here.

6. 1. 2. 1 Power Budget -- The calculated maximum power for the Base

Level Analyzer design is shown in figure 6-24.
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6. 1 3 Electronic Signal Processing Sy-.tem

The specifications for the analyzer require that the concentration levels

be presented in digital readout directly in parts per million. Since ten or

more contaminants are to be analyzed simultanec,,isly, ten or more 3-digit

readouts are required unless the information is placed in temporary storage

and read out one at a time under the direction of the operator. It was de-

cided that the temporary storage approach had many advantages, namely an

instrument with only one display would be muco easier to -read and since this

approa( h also would demand fewer electronic components, the system would

be smaller and more econoirical. A system of this kind would als6 be more

flexible for future modifications. It is possible to expand to more than 10

elements 'without having to add another display ftor each element and with the

information readily available in serial form, the system may very easily be

modified fo:-r completely automatic readout.

Due to the fact that nearly all tht elenental photomultiplier outputs are

nonlinear with respect to t: onicent rat ion. there is a need for some nonlinear

compensation in the system tratisfer fumtion. This compensation is readily

obtainable by inclusions ot semiconductor diodes in the feedback loop of an

operational amplifier Fri,m- statistical data on 7M08 oil. it is apparent that

no niore than three diodes \tII he needed in any one channel. Since every

thannel requires different amtounts of t ompensation and different amounts of

gain tie to changes in photomultiplier sensitivity with respect to line wave-

length, there is a separate .haping network for every channel. However,

these netwurks may be s-4itched at ross one operational amplifier in a se-

quential manner, S Inte Onl' one integratnr is read at one time.

lit order tO tolalllll,.c the vrror the to leakage atrss the tplegratars. it

i% desirable to t ivert and tore the information in digital form as soon as

pussible. For the same re,.soti. it is desirable to maintain an low a leakage

as possib>,
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The impedance.level of the feedback networks across the operational

amplifier are finite and in order to minimize an error due to the input leakage

current, the driving source impedance must be rather low. In order to mini-

mize both sources of error, it is necessary to include a high input impedance,

unity gain buffer amplifier between the integrator and the operational ampli-

fier. The error ,u.e to leakage may now be approximated by a linear term

again,

c

Assuming the same time cnstant as that for the reference channel and allot-

ting a generous time of one second for all conversions, this error is only 7

microvolts and may hence be ignored.

A separate unity gain juffer amplifier has been included for the reference

channel since the input impedance tf the analog-to-digital converter is also

rather low.. It may be possible, in the final system, to combine these two

buffer amplifiers s.ink e only one amplifier need \ork at one time. As men-

tioned earlier, both unity gain amplifiers and the integrators are packaged

together in one humidity sealed box This %as done to keep all high iniped-

ance circuit8 free of moisture.

Figure 6-ZSshows a block diagram of the elect.,.nic ;ystem for the analyeer.

In what follows, a short description ut the operation is given, more detaied

description of the important subsystems are given in the subsequent Vections.

rhe radiant energy reaching the photoniultiplier tubes cause emission of

electrons from the photo-emiRsive surfaces of the tubeit and the output crrents

will be functions of the con, entratii of the respective contaminants in the oil.

these currents are integrated and stored temporarily on high quality 'apa.-

tors. The voltage on the reference capacitor is continuously sampled anti

analog-to-dillital convnrted. When this voiltage reads 9. 92 volts, a pulse is

generated which stops all further integration and gives a signal to the program
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timer to start digitizing the ten integrator outputs. The program timer also

controls the transfer of the digital words to the correct register. After one

second, all information has been stored in the registers and the program

timer turns itself off. From now on the readout is under the control of the

operator. Any one of the registers may be loaded into a countdown accumu-

lator by depressing a button on the cont.rol panel. A zero detector turns the

pulse generator ofi when the ac unulator is empty. In less than 50 milli-

seconds the iniormation is displayed on a 3-digit Nixie display. The same

information may be read out any nuinber of times since the registers are not

reset until a ne% c-ycle has ueen started.

6. 1.3. 1 Program Timer -- The electronic brain of the system (figure 6-26

is the program timer. All timing and switching depend upon the proper

operation oi this subsystem. Fortunately, the program timer is not very

complex. The sample analysis begins when the start button, S27, is depressed

and at this time it is important that all digital circuits ar- in their proper

state. Since the first eight setonds after start is allocated for preburn j..riod,

the start button is 4sed to reset sll registers and readout circuits. The de-

coding matrix and itsi 4-.-iociated 4-hit Counter auton.ticiAlly resets itself

after one se, ond aud hente present, no problem. It is netessary, however.

to reset :he first S-bat -ounter and two RS flip-flops, AIAI and AIA3. after

the power is first turned on anti before the start button is depressed. The

system clear, shown in figure 6-27 . automatically resets these circ.4its. a

few ,eronds after the power is first turned on. The %ystem will icontinue to

be in its proper state as long as the p,,er is t;.

The servo monitor system. described in paragraph 6. L 1. Z. has an act.

uated (.Ading mirrir in front of the entrance slit %hit h is tcuntrolled by a

Ledex switch. Normally this mirror a in the open position and is doted

c"iring the burning process. Another Ledex switch which controls the dark-

current cancellation shutter in fr ait of the sparce is normally closed and is

opened only during the exposure periods. When the start button is depressed.
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both flip-flops, AIMI arid AIAZ. are set up. Flip-flop AIMI starts tiie

I -second timer and vnergizes relay AM -which in turn suppliex power to

switch $24 and the s--ource Ledex wihit sho~ild be noted, however, -that-,

poiwer is suppli" to !he seurce Ledex-switch ii and onlv if relay A6K-Z is

energized. Tis relay- is only energized -)nly ?uring exposure periods tknipk..

the cgrntrol of th-e T-bit'lounter.. Sinte S?A is-nainaly-closed, a pieatiqt Oi

Power to this s dtch causes the arc-;like spa rk to be -.gnited. Flil-flop AlA

eni.-rgizes all b rel~tys -hch remove t le shi-rts ai-osz tbe integrating C4apacit,

t r s during t.he Alurning pe ritid. At the etid of the pretburn:periodi, eight sec-

OnAds, flip-flop-AlA! is set zip This flip-flop eiiergizes al M rela'ys which

connet the i~itegrating capaciturs to., the photomnultiplier tubes via revereing

relays, and also enablesi the AND gate~m such that a -2-second &quare wave will

energize. thie R relay -arid A6KZ dtng every exposure period. A decoder

iii the "ialog-to-digiTal cronverti-r dete.tb wl.en the voltage on the reterence

capacitor- reaches 9. 92 xoi an grae a p ulse which, rese.,ts flip-flops

X]A!I and., A3M, and the 3-bii countpr and also s'ets up flip--flop A IA4, At

this I.irne all integrating capa( itors a re completely disconnetcted from other

cix-cuitlsand the tv. ii Ledex* s,.%itcles are reatored to their normal pos ition.

F ip)- f 1op Al'14 starts the I 00-rmill iseconio timer and the decoding matrix'i-n

con jun. I ion w,,ith the 4-bit counte r \kill operate the C relays sequ-entially. The

C relays connect the integrating capacitors to the buffer amplifier, connect

appropriate feed-back networks to the operatIonal ampIi fie r, and select the

c orrect.-Storage register. When allt npadturs have been sampled and analog-

to-digital tonverted, a pulse is genierated which resets the rest, of the program

timer. The syste-m is nowv under tuntrul of the operator for manual readout.

T'he logic diagrani (6r the decoding umatrix is shown in figure 6-28 and is

-3elf -explanatory. Circuit diagrains fur the two timeris are shown in figure 6-29

The tuning is contrulled by a unijutiction trans~istor relaxation oscillator

which has been desigised to be very temperature stable.H
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6. 1.3.2 Relay Network and Shapi-- The gain of a photomultiplie- tube

is a very sehsitive function of the dynoce voltage. For a 9-dynode tube,

(like thosf used in the analyzer), it is easy to show that the sensitivity is

dG dV

9-LSG V

where

G the nominal gain with a dynode voltage V

Even though the supply voltage may be regulated to a hrriall fraction of one

percent, the percent change in gain will be approximately nine times higher.

For example, if the supply voltage is regulated to vtithin 0. 03 percent, the

gain vxill change by approximately 0. 27 percent. For an output voltage oI

10 volts,- this means an error of 27 millivolts and, as will be shown in thk,

section on analog-to-digital converter. this is equivalent to one part per

million, Even more serious is the change in gain with age. Over the lifetimie

of the tube the nominal gaii, may .hange by more than two.

Since the voltage on the integrating % apacitors represent the conk ,ntraton

of the contaminants, it is important that the system transfer function be in-

dependent of the ,hotomultiplier gain. For this rdson a reference (ha|inl

has been added which integrates the current due to tlixed ba(kground radiant

energy. The voltage atross the relerenc e ,capacitor is then

I IT K G T
R R R R

V 
-

R CR CR R

where

K includes the quantum effit iei.y and the sensitivity of the photoemissive
surface to the particular wavelength in question

GR = the multiplier tube gain

T - the total'time of integration
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Solving for this time,

v R CRT =GK
R GR

For a fixed value of V R it is seen that the time of integration varies directly

as the gain. For any of the other channels, the output voltage is

Q I xr K XG xV RC R
Vx x G = .

x Cx Cx Cx KR GR

This equation shows that the unknown value of the voltages depend on the ratio

of the photomultiplier tube gains and the accuracy has been greatly increased.

Each photomultiplier has its own gain control so that all photomultipliers can

be set to have equal gain. It may be necessary to readjust these gains at in-

frequent intervals over the lifetime of the tubes. The output voltage may now

be a ritten

V KN (N = 1,2,-----.- 10)

where KN depends only on the radiant ehergy of the particular line and the

sensitivity of the photoemissive surface to the wavelength of the line. For

this analyter the wavelength variestfrom 2203 to 1300 A and over this band

the sensitivity varies approximately 30 percent. Furthermore, the radiant

energy of any line is not only dependent upon the concenTration but also upon

the chemical element being analyted. rhese factors demand that the gain of

each channel be different. This is readily Accomplished by switching in ap-

propriate resistive networks across an operational amplifier. These networks

are, unfortunately, further complicated due to the fact that for some elements,

KN is not a linear function of concentration. For these elements diodes are

iacorporated in the feedback loop it) achieve non-linear compensation. Figure

b-30 shows a typical network. Resistors, RI and RZ, adjust the break points
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of the transfer iv ct"in shown on figure 6-31. Resistor, R3, adjusts the
- t.

quiescent input olage VIN such that it not only compensates for the amplifier

input offset volt-ge in each channel. Figure 6-31 indicates that it requires

a finite input voltage before the output goes through zero. The only things

this simple network does not compensate for are the temperature dependent

terms of the irtpus offset voltage and leakage current. Over the operating

temperature, 0 to 50°C the input offset voltage changes typically * 75 micro-

volts with a maximum of * 300 mi rovolts. With a driving point impedance of

20 kilohms, the input voltage changes typically * 100 microvolts with a maxi-

mum of * 300 microvolts due to input leakage current.

6. 1. 3. 3 Analog-to-Digital Converter -- The data which has been stored

temporarily as charge on high quality capacitors must be digitized and stored

in flip-flop registers as soon as possible in order to reduce errors due to

leakage. It has been sho,n in paragraph 6. 1.3 that a total conversion time of

l-se ond results in a maximum vol'age change ol seven mi, rovolts which is

negligible. In order to provide a I -part - per-nillion resolution, a 9-bit

analog-to-digital converter is require(d, The system transfer function has

been adjusted su( h that a maximuni co, entration of 500 parts per million of

any element will result in a iu-volt ,utput. rhe quantizing steps are then 20

millivolts.

In order to make sure that all transirnts hay,, died uut after the capacitors

have beeti s%itched in. a 30 -millitet ond delty has been inluded in the analog-

to-digital converter leaving 70 millset ond- tor owe ,'onversion. A 7-kilocycle

oscillator is all that is needed to t omplete the 9-bit * ,,nversion in this time.

but in order to maintan suffLient margin, a 50-klotycle clock rate was

selected. Even 50 kilocyt le rate is very slow in digital mAchines and it makes

it possiulde to choose the simplest ,:ounter type converter for this project. A

logic diagram is shown in tigure 6-32 The 10-volt reference supply is very

stable and has a drift over the temperature range o less than one millivolts.

The %.omparator itself is .&curate to one millivolt. thus. providing an analog-

to-ldigital converter %ith I pa'rt per million resolution and 0. 1 part per million

accuracy
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6. 1. 3.4 Data Storage -- To provide a compatible system, the storage

device for the analyzer data will be 10.9-bit flip-flop registers. The digitiaed

word in the analog-to-digital converter is wired to the input gates of all 10

registers in parallel. The decoding matrix in the program timer provides

pulses to transfer the data to the appropriate register. Figure 6-33 shows

a logic diagram of the registers. This drawing is self-explanatory.

6. 1.3. 5 Readout -- Any one of the registers may be transferred to the

countdown accumulator by depresbing a button on the control panel. When a

button is depressed, a gating voltage is applied to the appropriate transfef

gate as indit ated in tigure b-3 4. At the same time a gate is opened for the

pulse generator to start the kotntiown. When the accumulator reaches zero,

it pulse is generated which turns off the pulse generator. A decade counter has

counted the number of pulses necessary to clear the accumulator and at the

( znpletin. hich takes less than 10 milliseconds, the resuli is displayed an

3 Nixie tubes directly in part,; per mllion. This circuit is also self-explanatory.

6. 1. 3.6 Ehc, ront Pi.ka j2 - - The eleutronic system is divided into three

111t Chanitcal asseniblies:

a R..lay Nethork ani integrAtor Asserly

h. Signal Shaping. Aalog-u,- Digital Comnerter and Reacdout Logic Assembly

k. Powwer Stipply Chassis

The. relay netvvrk and antegr.attr assem*!v electttnts u. l be mounted on

t,,r 5-inth x i-int h printe4 %.ircuut .Ards. rhe card. mill be placed in a sealed

housing purged of all air and tilled \th dry nitrogen to miuimiAv the affects of

humidity on the atoiage v-apacit,,r-. The assembly -,tll be located directly be-

neath the photomultiplier tubes. keepitg lead lengths from the tubes to the

storage capaciteirs to a minimum Ifigure b-3S).

Signal shaping. anal)g-to,-dtgital Lonverter and readout logic 'Issembly con-

sists of a rectangular upen tram* box formed from extruded angle. to Ohch
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standard printed circuit card hardware is added, sufficient for accepting 100

3-1/2-inch x 5-inch plug-in cards. When the access panel is removed, the

connector end of the card is exposed. The terminals on the connector will be

marked and can be used as test points. To remove a card or get at the signal

shaping potentiometer, the entire assembly swings out by means of a hinge

about a vertical axis. Two snap slide fasteners hold the assembly in the re-

tracted position (figure 6-36).

All the power supplies are mounted on a single chassis and can be removed

as a unit. Power supply test points are located behind the same access panel

which covers the signal shaping electronics assembly (figure 6-37).

6.1.4 System Mechanical Design

The principal mechanical design criteria are:,

a. MIL-Specification Requirements for Ground Support Equipment

b. Isolation from Environmental Influence

c. Simple Operation Servicing and Maintenance

6. 1.4. 1 Design Considerations Based on Environmental Conditions -- All

components are designed to withstand MIL-Specification conditions ior Class

III sheltered electronic ground support equipment per MIL-STD-810 which

specifies

a. Humidity (Method 507)

Relative humidity of 95 percent at 71°C (nonoperating)

b. Temperature (Method 501 and 502)

Operating: 0C to 55"C

Survival: 62'C to 71'C

c. Shock (Method 516, Procedure 11)

30 g's in both directions along three perpendicular axes.

d. Vibration (Method 514)

15 to 26 cps at 1.3 g's

26 to 50 cps at 0. 036 double amplitude
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6. 1. 4.. Humidity -- Humidity is only a problem in that condensation on

the optical elements and certain electronic components would seriously im-

pair their performance. In some installations it may be necessary to draw

upon exterior air for both the auxiliary gap air supply and general cooling

in order to comply with the explosion hazard requirements. Humidity control

is especially critical under this condition. Several approaches are possible.

Dehumidifiers are a logical approach. Two types are available: absorp-

tion and cold coil. The standard absorption equipment heats the air tinder

some conditions which obviously reduces its cooling capacity. The cold coil

type requires either a cold water supply or an Active refrigeration system with

attendant maintenAince problems, cumplexity, and cost, further a condensate

drain is required.

Sealing the equipment and enclosing an air conditioner as a closed loop

system is another solution but maintenance, complexity, %eight, and cost are

disadvantages here also.

The design ust d was selected for simplicity and effectiveness throughout

the operating requirements. It is hased on temperature control combined

with a desiccant which is automaticdlly reconstituted. The cooling fan operates

only when the equipment temperature exceeds 90*F which maintains equip-

ment at temperatures above the dewpoint of intake air at 1 30-F and 25 percent

relative humidity (the apparent worst case condition).

Formulation of condensation in the equipment.%%hen shut down is averted by

automatic close off of all ports. Desiccant tontainers Are strategically located

within the cabinet to absorb eatrapped moisture during shut down. Their

placement is such that they effectively protect the vital components and also

are in the hottest sections of the cooling ait to that they are regenerated during

operation. Ui necessary they will electric ,ly regenerated with automatic

control.
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6. 1.4. 1. 2 Temperature -- There are two areas which, due to different

temperature control requirements, must be treated separately:

a. Optical Head Area

b. Support Equipment Area

Physically, the optical head area consists of the entire upper half of the con-

sole and the support equipment area is the lower half of the console (figure 3-3).

In the optical head, temperature gradients are the major design concern,

whereas in the support equipment area the temperature must be kept within

the designed operating range of the components.

Thermal control of the optical head consists of minimizing heat sources

that would impart mechanical distortions into Jhe optical housing, thus dis-

turbing the optical alignment of the system. It is not necessary that the tem-

perature of the optital head be kept fixed, but that thermal gradients must be

held at a minimum wer the entire optital head.

These effects are tontrolled by:

a. The high thermal conductivity of the aluminum as the housing material

allows the optical head to rea( h thermal equilibrium rapidly.

h. Sinc.e the thermal mass of the ,jptical housing is large, its thermal

time t unstant is high. This results in slow change in housing temperature

for large %hifts in surrounding air tempe rattire.

i. In order to mmimie rapid 4 hanges of air temperature around the head.

both the optical head and the cabinet interior are thermally ivqulated so as to

isolate the optical head.

the average heat generated in the support equipment area is about 1000 watts.

Considering the maximum oper*tng temperature of 130"F and limiting the

temperature of the exhaust air to 150"F, .he volume of air required for cooling

purposes is approximately:
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Cubic feet 3170 x KW
per minute
(CFM) T

A T 150F - 130F 20"F

KW I

CFM= 3170 x I
20

CFM 158.5

In order to overcome back pressures caused by the restricted air intake

and ducting requirements, a centriiugal type blower is used. The Rotron

Model D type blower is best suited for this application.

As discussed in the humidity control section. the blower will be thermo-

statically controlled to go "on and off" at a specific temperature.

Cooling air will be brought in throul,h the right side of the console, across

a dust filter, circulated in the suppirt equipment area, past the desiccant and

out through an exhatist port on the left side of thei console.

6. 1.4. 1. 3 Shock and Vibration -- Test conditions prescribed in MIL-STD-810

specify for this weight equipment:

Shock - (per Method 516. paragraph 4. Procedure 11)

30 g half-sine II mil!,srr ond duration pulse applied in both diret -

tions along three mutuali - perpeudicular axes.

Vibration - (per Method 514. Class b. mounting "B", paragraph 15. 6)

15 to ZbCpO it 1 ) g
Zb to 50 cps at 0. 016 double amplitude

A fragility level to 10 g's wa met ats a design guide for maximum shock

transmisslon.
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In order to %,ithstand these specifications, a study showed that mounts with

a natural trequency of 8to 10 Lps loaded, transmissibility below four, and a

deflection of 1-.1/Z inches would be required.

A set of isolators, one in each corner of the base of the console, is sufficient

to meet the specification. Huwever, since the center of gravity of the unit

must be located high above the mounts, clearances for large excursions must

be allowed for in the trarsit case size, especially in console depth. In order

to reduce these excursions, a set of supplementary isolators are lccated on

the rear of the console (figure 6-38).

Supplementary'isolators are functionng only %hen the oil analyzer is in a

transit (.mditio!I mith the shroud in place. During operation, only the base

isolator., are functionng.

In order to support the loads impofo.d by the optical ie;d, because of its

%eight and location in the system, a %%elded structural frame oi square alumi-

num tubing %%as desig'ns. 1. All the l1tads art' transterred to the isolators through

the .tr uttral framie (figure t--3111.

6. 1 4. Z Radio Frequeni lntvrterei4 " - To provide effective radio frequency

interterent e control. shielding lir both internal and e.%iernal electronics was

tArefully designed. "ro reduce the radiation to the levels re-,uired in !L.-[-26600.

double shirlding %as required. A ground terminal ,%uffitently large to accept

a 4.i n.h *Aide gr,,unding otr lp ia provided as part oi the equipme-it.

A Ld ground ;it abslut etsential to radio frequetncny interferenre control.

All possible leakage paths in the konsale are shielded, in addition the iourre

supply is louble shielded (figure 6-40). Two sides are replaced with wire

mesh t,. allo, iur circulation )f i.,,,ing air. The analytical and auxilary gap

housiing is shielded troni the internal elhtronics and the viewing windows are

covered back and front with mesh J11 intakes mnd exhaust part% are shielded

%ith metal honeyt-omb and th - back Al the control panel is fitted with a cover

which reduces radio frequent y :nterlererce ieakage through the controls.
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Access panels and doors are fitted with combination radio frequency

interference and fluid gasketing. It is important that radio frequency inter-

ference gasket seals be free of oxidation and that they be good electrical

conductors.

All aluminum surfaces will be coated with Iridite no. 14 which is an excel-

lent corrosion inhibition for aluminum and a very good electrical conductor.

6. 1.4.3 Mechanical Description -- The console has been designed to con-

form as closely as possible to the human engineering design criteria set forth

in MIL-STD-803A-l.

After reviewing the procedure for preparing, analyzing, and recording an

oil sample test., a sit'sta(d console height was considered to be the most

practical and expeditious position for operating the analyzer. The instrument

grouping on the control panel is arranged so that all calibrating and system

test functions are together on one side and the sample analyzing functions on

the other. A writing surface the length of the console is provided. The area

in front of the control panel is used for recording sample data and the area in

front of the analytical gap access door for preparing and storing samples for

analysis (figure 3-1).

The console is laid out so that all optics, analytical and auxiliary gaps,

signal storage, and relay switching assembly are located in the upper half of

tht console. The supporting equipment, such as electronics, power supplies,

filters, blowers, etc. , are located in the lower half of the console.

In order to simplify installation and transportation problems, the console

need not be removed from the skid. The console has been designed so that

all maintenance and operating proc(edures can be efficiently carried out with

the console on the skid.

The entire system is contained in one console and can be shipped in one

transit case (figure 6-38). Size of shipping container: 71 inches in height,

72 inches in width, 40 inches in depth, maximum dimensions.
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6.1.4.4 Weight Budget

Analytical and Auxiliaky Gap Housing 30.0 pounds

Optical Head '160.0

Cabinet 150.0

Power Supplies 10.0

Electronics 12.0

Line Filters 25.0

Line Transformer 53.0

Air Supply (Auxiliary Gap) 81. 0

Blower 10.0

Source Supply 75.0

Contactors 5.0

Oscilloscope 9.0

Cabling 10. 0

Miscellaneous . 20.0

Rqlay Integrator Assembly 3.0

Console 653 pounds

Transit Case (skid and transit case) 340

Total 993 pounds
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